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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS. 

1.0. Introduction. 

The operational amplifier is a linear direct-coupled high gain amplifier 
which also has provisions for external feedback. 

Through the external feedback circuitry the response of the amplifier can 
be controlled, virtually independent of the internal parameters. 

Therefore the internal circuitry can usually be ignored. The operational 
amplifiers are primarily used to aooamplish amplification, addition, 
subtraction, differentation, integration and other mathematical operations, 
hence the name operational amplifier. 

In order to perform these operations the operational amplifiers are used 
with linear or non-linear external components in the feedback configura
tion. 

Using non-linear external components it is possible to perform non-linear 
operations like: 
logarithm and anti-logarithm conversion, absolute value determination, peak 
detection, comparators etc. 

Figure 1 shows the representation of a conventional operational amplifiers. 

N' 0 1/\ _l.~ V.e.MC:t\~ 0----1 

(.~ p\4.~ 

figure 1.1. 
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Input terminals labelled (-) and (+) are usually called inverting and 
non-inverting terminals resp. 
They are also called differential input terminals because output voltage 
Vo depends on the difference in voltage between them, that is 

v = A (V - V ) 
002 1 

where A is the open-loop voltage gain of the op. amp. 
T.:n 1?I)lJli';()c,l.se the non-inverting input is not externally available. 
single-ended input output op. amp. (figure 1.?a). 

V. h> O"---~I ~ ---0 Vo 
Vl,0----IT 

a) V = - AV 
o 1 

v.w-_-+-

figure 1.2 

--

This is a 

The oouble-ended input, single-ended output op. amp. is far nore versatile 
than the former (figure 1.2b). 

The equivalent-circuit nodel of an op. amp. consists of an input resis
tance Ri connected between the input terminals, a common node resistance 
Rc between these terminals and ground. 'ftle output circuit consists of a 
controlled source AoVi in series with an output resistance ro as shown in 
figure 1. 2c. 
The open-loop voltage gain Ao of the op. amp. is usually very large, 
Ao > 105• 'ftle input resistance is much larger than 100 kOhm. 'ftle output 
resistance is about 100 Ohm or less and it may be neglected for many 
applications. 
All these quantities are defined at d.c. operations. 
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1.1. Ideal operational amplifiers. 

The ideal operational amplifier has the following characteristics: 

1. The open-loop voltage gain is infinite Ao = 00 

2. The input resistance and the common mode input resistance are infinite; 
R. = 0.0 , R = 00 

1 C 

3. The output resistance is zero: r = 0 o 

4. The bandwidth is infinite: BW = o.t) 

5. The input and output offset voltage and the input bias currents are zero: 

6. Insensitivity of the ope amp. to temperature and power supply varia
tions. 

These ideal parameters have not been achieved but many of these parame
ters are sufficiently close to the ideal that one can neglect the differ
ence in many practical applications. 

For example, input bias currents are in the range of 5pA for PET input am
plifiers, while input resistances are larger than 1012 Ohm. Offset vol
tages are less than lmV in many cases. 

For an ideal OPe amp. the open-loop gain A is infinite. '!his means that 
with the conditions V. < V < V and the ope amp. working in the linear mln 0 max 
region the difference input voltage is: 

Also can be said that when negative feedback is used, the output voltage 
Vo goes to the voltage which nulls the input voltage V2- V2 of the ope amp. 
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1.1.1. Basic operational amplifier configurations. (A re.O ) 

The static transfer characteristic of an cp. amp. is shown in figure 1.3. 

figure 1.3 

If the input signal V 2 - V 1 < 6 Vi the op. amp. is working in the active 
linear region. 

The gain A in this region is given by 

Vrnax 
A =-- = tN. 

l. 
in practice ~V. < 10-4 Vblt. 

l. 

V. 
ml.n 

/lV. 
l. 

Therefore it is only possible to operate the op.amp. in the active linear 
region if one applies negative feedback. 

a) General feedback configuration 

>--.,__oVo 

figure 1.4 
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A part of the output signal (~VO) is subtracted fran the 
(e,) and the result is amplified by the amplifier 

(e - I3V: ) A = V 1 0 0 or 

Vo A -- -e. I +(2)A 
~ I A' ..l- =' 
~ 1+ A(!-

input signal 

'!he voltage gain of the amplifier with feedback (AI), called the 
closed-loop gain, can be studied by using a Bade plot of the open-loop 
gain (A) and the feedback (~). ('!he use of Bade plots is extensively 
discussed in chapter 3). 

figure 1.5 

Analysis of 1) yields the following: 

AI = '/fh for A > y~ 

A I = A for A < I/~ 

'!he Bade plot shows that the intersection of loglAI and logl'l~1 indi

cates this discontinuity of the voltage gain AI. 
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b) Non-inverting amplifier 

t 
lbl------t 

figure 1.6 

The input voltage is applied to the (+) input terminal. A fraction of the 
output voltage is applied to the (-) input terminal through the voltage 
divider formed by R1 and R

2
• 

Since the input resistance of an ideal OPe amp. is infinite and the input 
bias currents are zero, the current flowing into the ope amp. is zero. 
(Ib = 0). 

R1 
This means that the voltage V_ = • Vo 

R1 + R 2 

with this approximation we get: 

e I -V ~ =- \;0 ~\ on 
I(;~ + 1(;1. 

V,': ~ 
.I .. A 

The closed-loop gain is found to be: 

1 

Comparison of (2) with (1) shows that with 

R, +~ = 1 
R, ~ 

2) 

the non-inverting amplifier behaves like the normal feedback amplifier con
cerning transfer characteristic and stability. 
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The input resistance of the non-inverting amplifier is 

e. 
= I ~ • Since Ii = 0 for an ideal ope amp. the input resistance Ri 

1 

is infinite. 

c} Inverting-amplifier. 

The input signal e. is applied to the (-) inverting terminal through R1. 
1 

The feedback is arranged through ~. 

el 0----1 

:;;---=---ooU Vo 

figure 1.7 

Applying Kirchhoff's current law at the node (1) we get 

v v. = - 0 
1 A 

v-v. o 1 

Since the input resistance is infinite the current Ib is zero. 

Thus I1 + I2 = o. 
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The closed-loop gain is found to be 

COmparison of (3) with (1) and (2) shows now: 

I ... 
I 1: ~ Cl~~'l) 

12. 
- The error terms 

- The closed-loop gain is not ~ + R1 

R1 

but 

are identical 

..L 
- - ~ 

The deviation of the gain is caused by the type of the applied feedback 
configuration. The feedback loop attenuates also the input signal. This 
can be calculated by applying the superposition theorem. 

figure 1.8 

v ~ R1 +~ (4) 0 = -
R1 .J.. ( ~I+ 1<t ) e

1 +~ R1 1+ A 1(. 

1 1 = - (1 -13). 13 1 + J. 
A(> 

R 1 = - 2 
} ... .l.. ( 'RI+~') 1{, A '1<, 

3) 
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'!he following may be concluded fran 4. 

- '!he stability conditions and error terms of both configurations(Non-inverting 
I inverting) are identical. 

- '!he transfer characteristics differ and are respectively ~ and - (1 - ~). ~ 

'!he open-loop gain A is almost infinite thus V.f\, 0 or V -::.V+ • o 1-

'!he (-) input terminal is considered to be internally connected to ground. 
One can say the amplifier has a virtual ground at its input. 

It is also ~rtant to observe that the input resistance seen by the sig
e. 

1 nal source e. is R. = - = R1 
1 1 11 
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1.2. Non-ideal operational amplifiers (AfoO, Ritof), Ro f O} 

'lhe ron-ideal behaviour of an ope amp. can be represented by inserting 
the input impedance and output impedance in the feedback circuit as shown 

in fig. 1.9 in the case Ri roO, Ro + 0 

Non-inverting: 

inverting: 

e. 

.. . I 
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The transfer characteristics can be found by using the superposition 
diagrams 

Non-inverting: 

T<i//12, 
With 13= T( ~ UT< I ;-1(1. 

:::#' 

Vo _ - - 1<, ('R.+ 12,,) . .L. I ~ ..L = 1<.ti22 

1< ,1<. + l{, 'Ql. + R, R1 (3) A ~ "R, 

inverting: 

or 

1+ ..J..(I+.Bl ~) A '21 1- Tll 

These calculations show that the transfer characteristics are not influen
ced by the input impedance R .• ibwever the error term and the stability 

1 
conditions are dlanged by R .• 

1 

llt1j\A\ 
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1.3 examples of feedback configurations. 

a) Differential amplifier (subtractor) 

This is a combination of the two previous configurations. 
The amplifier has signals applied to both input terminals. 

figure 1.10 

with the approximation of an ideal 0p. amp. 

A 'VotJ 
o 

R. ""'" 00 1 
} and Ib = 0 

thus 

v+ = R4 .e2 
~ + R4 

v_ = ~ R 
.vo .e1 + 1 

R1 + R2 R1 + ~ 

R4 e2 = ~ e1 + R1 
R3 + R4 ~ +~ R1 +~ 

R +R R R 
Vo = 1 2 4 e2 - 2 

R1 ~ + R4 R1 

Vo 

e1 (5) 
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For sbnplicity let R1 = R3 and RZ = R4 then the gain of the differ

ential amplifier is found to be 

A (6 ) 

This is the gain of the amplifier for differential mode signals. This 
configuration tends to reject a signal common to both input terminals. 

b) Inverting summing amplifier. 

This is a variation of the inverting amplifier. 
The output voltage is proportional to the linear sum of the input 
voltages. 
The output voltage can be determined by noting that the feedback 
causes a virtual ground, Vi = 0, and noting also that Ib = o. 

figure 1.11 

Applying Kirchhoff I s current law at node (1) we get: 

Each input is multiplied by a different scaling factor and then added. 
The gains are independently selected by R

1
, and ~ and R

3
• 

Remark: the bandwidth and stability are determined by R and R / /R / /R , 
see chapter 1.2 4 1 2 3 
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c) Integrator. 

An ideal integrator produces an output voltage proportional to the 
integral of the input voltage. '!he basic integrator is shown in the 
figure. 

>----'---0 V (] 

--
figure'. '2 

'!he input current of the ideal ope amp. is zero, Ib = o. 
'!he feedback through the capacitor C maintains a virtual ground at the 
inverting input terminal. '!he voltage across C is equal to the output 
voltage V thus o 

I = 
e. dV ( ) 
2.= -C~"" VO t 
R dt = -

'!he initial output voltage V (0) 
o 

t , Je. dt + V (o ) 
RC 1. 0 

o 
can be set to a desired value. 

In the frequency domain one can write: 

e. -e
i I = Rl = - J'WCV -iii' V o 0 = jwRC 

The magnitude of the gain A = I Vo \ = -'-
eI. e i WRC 

and the argument of the gain 

Ti 
2" 

7) 

8) 
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'lbese quantities can be plotted in the Bode-plot. 

juCR 
'lbe accuracy and stability are determined by ~ = 1+jwCR 

Clr~l~J 
IT"1-------
1. 

phase. plot 

figure 1.13 

d) Differentiator. 

An ideal differentiator produces an output voltage proportional to 
the derivative of the input voltage. 

;>-JI....---o Vo 

figure 1.14 
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The open-loop gain of an ideal OPe amp. is infinite and the input bias 
current is zero. 
We 9an write in the ti.rz¥! domain: 

de. 
I(t) = C dt

1 =-
de. de. 

vo (t) = - RC _1 = - T_1 dt dt 

In the frequency domain one can write 

9} 

I = jwC ei = - :0 thus ~ = I :: I = - jwRC = - jwi: 10) 

The Bode-plot of Acr.. is as follows: (~:: $c.i<) 

I ~~ I ar!l(~ 

lab 1 
tv ---:1 I,.() 

I () ~ S'-CAi~ ) 
11 

-:l: 

figure 1.15 
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2.0. OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS. 

An operational amplifier can be considered being a normal twoport 

--.LI 4- (2, 

- -
VI V 
.., 0 

figure 2.1 

The behaviour of such a twoport can be described by a set of parameters 
(z, y, h, g). See G&M(8.4 - 8.6) 

e.g. 

V1 = Z11 i 1 + Z12i 2 

V2 = Z21 i 1 + Z22i 2 

The parameters can be measured by doing some open- and short-circuit ex
periments 
e.g. 

V
1 

1 the input impedance: Z11 = i1 i2 = 0 

V2 \ the output impedance: Z = - i + 0 
22 i2 1 

V2 Z21 I the open loop gain: - = -
V1 Z11 i2 = 0 

The parameters are functions of frequency, temperature, time, supply 
voltage etc. 
In the case of small-signal behaviour of ope amps., the parameters are 
constants. The parameters are functions of the amplitude in large-signal 
applications. 
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2.1. DC Parameters. 

2.1.1. Biasing. (G~ 6.2) 

Just a transistor can be oonsidered as the m::>st simple ope amp. 

"=' II .: it 
...------+---0+ 

V'J.:Vc 

Q--r----~-------T----O-

figure 2.2 

the large-signal parameter-set for DC are the well-known transistor char
acteristics. 

~+a..,tf 

figure 2.3 

qy''f 
Ic = 10 (e ICr -1) 

= J3 = tan f . 

The biasing of a transistor can be realized by applying a bias voltage 
source VBE and a bias current source IB" 



figure 2.4 

The same holds for JFET and MOST. 

r~ 

VT 
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These two sources are necessary in 
order to make the biasing (Ie == 
constant) independent of the value 
of the source impedance R s. 
This can be verified by choosing 
Rs== 00 and Rs=O. If the value Rs 
is known, the biasing can be 
performed by just one source e.g. 

V~A.!. :: V;f + Tb1(c:.. 

1 

figure 2.5 

The small signal behaviour of the transistors can be described by the 
gradient of the characteristics at the quiescent collector currents 
Ie and 10 

As discussed, the parameters are functions of temperature time and 
supply voltage. For one transistor it means that the characteristics 
are dependent on those effects (Drift etc.). 

With constant bias-sources, the output current changes if the character
istics are varying. 

- J)r'f~ 
~Oi~t 

Cree. 
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The same variations at the output can be generalised by considering 
stable characteristics and adding extra current- and voltage sources 
with right-chosen values at the input. 

In this way the number of deviations of amplifiers can be represen
ted. Ideal amplifiers, but extra disturbing sources at the input. 

2.1.2. Differential Amplifiers. 

Most monolithic operational amplifiers contain a differential ampli
fier as input stage. The biasing is performed by a tail-current cur
rent source and t>«) input current sources Ib 1 and Ib2. 

1c2,. 

figure 2.7 

The tail current generates the bias voltages VSE1 ' VSE2 across the 

base/emitter of the transistors. 
The transistors are biasing each other with those VSE voltage sources. 

If the t>«) transistors are equal n~etas, and emitter areas equal). 
Ic1 and Ic2 resp. Ib1 and Ib2 will be identical. 

However, if there is mismatch, t>«) sources, Voffset and Ioffset, have 
to be added in order to balance Ic1 ~ I c2. 

Tel 

I 

I 
I 

• I 

figure 2.8 . 
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emitter areas mismatch means 101 =f 102 

101 
'eqVBE +KTVoffset _ 1) Le.qVBE 

11 = ~ = 12 = 102~~ 
KT 101 

VOffset = - In -
q 102 

(lb + Ioffset) ~1 = Ib~2 Ioffset = ~ r-b 
~ 

2.1.3. Drift, caused by temperature variations. 

As discussed the effect of temperature on the parameters, the character is
tics, can be described by adding extra sources at the input. 

Bipolar. 
'!he value of voltage sources can be calculated from the collector current 
equation 

-qVgap 
wilh 10 = c:rn e KT ' n = 2.2 

1 
~ (V - V ) = In -.£ - n InT KT BE gap C 

dVBE (V - V ) + ~ = - n (I = constant) BE gap KT d T T c -~ 

(~El I = c c 
nK --q 

this gives Vd 'ft 
rl ""- Vgap - VBE 'V - 2InV;oC 

T 
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The current drift arises from base current changes, and is approx~ately 
0,5 to 1% per OC. 

i.e. 

FET's. 

1 
IB ( :B ) I = c 

0,5 - 1%/oC 
c 

figure 2.9 

The temperature behaviour of FET's can be described by two compensating 
drift effects. 
As the temperature rises, the resistance of the channel increases because 
the mobility decreases. However, this rise reduces the tickness of the de
pletion layer that cuts off the channel. This is the same phenomenon that 
causes the dV /dT effect in transistors, and therefore has a drift of 

BE 
-2mV;oC. It can be expected that these two effects compensate each other 
at a certain vgs. Under this bias condition the drain current is 
temperature independent. 

The current drift of Junction FET's has 
the same temperature sensitivity as the 
leakage current of a diode i.e. 2-3 time 
Ig per 10°C. 

figure 2.10 

dI.oj 
or 1:{ rJ["SO 

• I 
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Differential amplifiers. 

The voltage drift as given by 

= -
Voffset i- Vgn.p. Vp! /::l T 

T T ,-

These relations show that it is better to balance the differential out
put of a differential amplifier by adjusting collector resistors and to 
keep the collector currents unequal. '!here is no voltage drift if 
Voffset = O. 

For equal source impedances Rs1 and Rs2 the current drift can be consi

dered to be caused by the drift of Ioffset (1 - 0,5% of Ioffset/OC). 

2.1.4. Balancing of OPe amps. 

As discussed, the biasing of a differential amplifier can be realised 
by an offset voltage source, two input bias current sources and offset 
bias current source. As the input stage of an OPe amp. consists of a 
differential amplifier, the biasing can be represented in the same way. 

These sources produce an offset voltage at the output of the ope amp. 
depending on the feedback configuration. 

1(1. 

~--L...--oVo 

figure 2.11 
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'!he formula shows that the offset, caused by the bias current can be eli
minated by choosing 

'!he source resistance seen by both ope anp. input terminal must be iden
tical lb offset can be cancelled by giving R3 a value with a little de-

viation. 

'!he error caused by the offset voltage can often be nulled with an exter
nal potentiometer between special 
terminals. '!his is the best method 

figure 2.12 

with respect to drift (see remark 
2.1.3. differential anplifier). 

'!he output can also be driven to zero by an external voltage, applied to 
one of the inputs. 

Typical values: 

Voffset : < :mV, 

: bipolar: 10-100nA, loffset 10% lbias 

FET lOpA (at 200C) 

at 1000 C : "V 1 00nA. (2 x lb' /~C) l.as 
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2.2. NOISE. (See G&M chapter 11) 

'Ibe noise of an ope amp. results in the lower limit to the size of an elec
trical signal that can be amplified without significant deterioration in 
signal quality. 
The existence of noise is basically due to the fact that electrical charge 
is not continuous but is carried in discrete amounts equal to the electron 
charge. 

2.2.1. Types of noise. 

a) Shot noise: 

'Ibis type of noise is caused by minority carriers crossing junction (or 
electrons striking the cathode). The passage of each carrier across the 
junction is a purely random event. The external current I is composed of 
these carriers, a series of random independent pulses; the fluctuation 
in I is termed, shot noise. If the average value of I has a value I D 
the resulting noise current has a mean-square value. 

with q = 1,6 x 10-19C, and 6. f the bandwidth in Hz. 
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b) '!hemal 'tb ise: 

'!hermal N:>ise is due to the random thermal rotion of electrons in oon
ductors as oonventional resistors. Since electron drift velocities in a 
oonductor are much less than electron thermal velocities, this type of 
noise is unaffected by the presence of a direct current. 

In a resistor R, thermal noise can be represented by a series voltage 
generator or by a shunt current generator. 

V2 = 4KTRb f 

lA f at room temperature 4KT = 1e66x10-20 V.C. 
R 

c) Flicker'tbise: (l/f noise). 

Flicker N:>ise is found in all active devices, passive elements and always 
associated with flow of direct current·I. '!he spectral density of this 
type of noise has a 1/f frequency dependence 

K1 is an unknown oonstant and depends on the perfection of the device, 
a is a oonstant in the range 0,5 to 2. 

2.2.2. N:>ise of operational amplifiers ( G&M. 11.5) 

'!he noise behaviour of op. amps. can be described in the same way as chosen 
for the representation of drift. Consider the amplifier noiseless and repre
sent the noise by equivalent input voltage and current generators. 

No,~y 

CttnpL 
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The values of the equivalent noise generators can easily be measured. The 
value of the voltage generator is found by short circuiting the input, ~a
suring the output noise, and divide this quantity by the gain of the ampli
fier. 
The value of the current generator can be obtained in the s~ way by open 
circuitry of the input. 
The values of both equivalent input noise generators depend on the design, 
the chosen transistors (bipolar, MOS) and the biasing of the input stage of 
an op. amp. They can be calculated by putting the thermal and shot noise 
sources in an equivalent model of a transistor and doing open and short 
circuiting experiments (see G&M. 11.5.1.) 

The manufacturer gives the values of the equivalent noise sources in his 
databooks. Sometimes as a function of frequency. At low frequencies, the 
sources can be considered to be uncorrelated: i.e. 

Gl--O-O-1) --Q-----a 
t: t.ll E; 

- -- LEI + [2.y. r~ 
--:::: '1 

[1'+ r: [~t. :: - 1+ .2 E, t:-~ + [2. = 

if the sources are uncorrelated 

The correlation factor 

Typical data of op. amps. are given in the figure below. FEI' op. amps. al
ready show l/f noise at higher frequencies. 

10' lol. 

10:' 10" 10" 

figure 2.14 
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2.2.3. Noise Figure of an amplifier (G&M. 11.10) 

As discussed, the noise behaviour of an amplifier can be described as a 
noise-free equivalent with two basic noise generators at the input. 
Such an amplifier will always add noise to an input signal, generated by a 
signal source with an internal source impedance Rg. 'Ihe signal/noise 

ratio at the output of the amplifier will be lower than that of the signal 
source itself. The deterioration of the signal/noise ratio is indicated by 
the Noise figure F, usually expressed in decibels. 

F = that part of the output noise due to the source resistance 
total output noise 

figure 2.15 

F = 1+ 

because 
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It is apparent fran this relation that F has a minimum as Rs varies. By 
differentiations with respect to Rs we can calculate the value of Rs giving 
minimum F 

for Rs = 

I+- V~. ~ 
.z kT .6.f 

'!he noise current source (In2) of FET cp. amps. is lower than that of 
bipolar amplifiers. Therefore for source resistances of the order of mega
ohms or higher, a PET cp. amp. has a lower N::>ise Figure than a bipolar one. 

2.2.4. Noise in Operational Amplifiers with feedback. 

All the noise sources, representing the noise of the resistors and the am
plifier are indicated in the figure below 

ll--C:::::J~ 

VCI 

figure 2.16 

With uncorrelated sources the output noise is: 

v Vo': (r R, ~.r t- ~~ +(Iw,1?~\ ~ + ~r( r~,+ f~~ t E~~ +- (IIIL'R~)' 
with [~;- La kTRllf 
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The noise sources of the OPe amp. can be measured using the formula and 
choosing the right values for R1, R2 and R3. 

a) V~, t- ~: 

b) 

Make the absolute value R1 and R2 small, R3 = o. 

but R2»R1. 

'tt1en the fanula above becomes 

These noise sources cannot be measured separately. 

Choose R1 = c:>O , R3 = 0 and R,2 large. 

Vv;/ - V ~t 1- ~)' 

V tr;: ",\[4 krRA S \ , proportional to V;;. SO this 

term becanes less important in this formula with very large R2. 

\T V.llVl. can be measured by making R1 and R2 small, 

R2 » R1 and R3 very large. 
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2.3. AC-parameters. 

For small a.c. signals the performance is limited by the ooise and the 
frequency response of the op. amp. 

For large signals the specifications of slew rate, settling time, full 
power bandwidth, common-made rejection and distortion indicate the quality 
of an op. amp. 

2.3. 1. Frequency response. 

In practice op. amps. are not ideal. Gains are of the size of 105 - 106 
and frequency dependent. Because of internal capacitances the voltage gain 
decreases at high frequencies. This fall-off is enhanced by the addition 
an extra, a compensation capacitance, in the circuit to insure that the 
op. amp. remains stable when feedback is applied. 

The frequency characteristic can be expressed by 

Ao 

db 
-0 

o -1 ___ _ 

- I -eo . 

figure 2.17 

Ao is the low frequency /OC gain of the op. amp. 
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'!he first pole is determined by the compensation capacitor. 

'!he value is chosen in such a way that at the frequency at which the open
loop voltage gain is equal to unity, the fall-off shows a 6db/octave 
slope. '!he phase shift is about 90 - 135°. 'Ibis frequency indicates the 
unity-gain bandwidth of an op_ amp. 

2.3.2. Slew rate. (G&M 9.6) 

'!he best way to understand the large signal behaviour of an ope anp. is to 
consider the construction of a s~ple OPe amp_ 

figure 2.18 

The operational amplifier consists of a differential input stage with a 
tail current 21 and an output stage. '!he amplifier shows a fall-off of 
6db/octave because of the feedback capacitor C. 

The small signal gain is: 

'!he expression shows: 

- unity=gain bandwidth: fc = ~A 2nc . A+1 =~ 21TC 
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- Since using bipolar transistors gm = rt the uni-

ty gain bandwidth of bipolar ope amps. is determined by the tail current 
and the capacitance C: I 

fc = ~. C 

Slew rate is defined as the maximtun rate of change of the output (dv/dt) 
with a step input signals. 
An input signal, larger than e.g. 1 VOlt, O\lerloads the input stage and 
the output current 2i of that stage equals now + 21: Since the output 
stage behaves like an integrator the output changes with: 

.2T .. -
C 

This is the maximtun rate of change of the output, the slew rate of the OPe 
amp_ 

remarks: 

- Fbr bipolar OPe amps: slew rate = 2.g~ leT 
qc 

- During slewing of an OPe amp. there exists no relations between output 
and input signal. Therefore feedback does not influence the slew rate. 

2.3.3. Full Power Bandwidth. 

Full power bandwidth is defined as the maximtun frequency at which the full 
output swing may be obtained without distortion. 

COnsider a sinusoidal output signal of the fom VpsincJt. The maximtun rate 
of change ( = wVp) must be smaller than the maximtun slew rate if no 
distortion is to occur. 

i.e. l.\}Vp ~ 21 
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examele uA741: 1 = 10 uA, C = 3Opf. 

- slew rate: 

- full power bandwidth: 

Vp ;:. 10 VOlt: fmax:r trr.IO . o.b JD':: J 0 kHL 

- unity gain bandwidth : 

slew rate :2T 2rrC 
= -----

unity gain bandwidth C. ~m 

4JgJ) this ratio is fixed for bipolar tran:3istor ( ::' Q It" but it can 
be improved by using FET1 s or by enitter degeneratibn (thus increasing 
the ratio I/gm. 

figure 2.19 

2.3.4. Settling Time. 

SUpp:Jse a large step function is applied to an op. amp. working as an 
inverter 
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The output signal will have a shape as indicated in the figure: 

- - -- - - - _t~ UneCli 
-------1'-

ra.t'\.~(. 

figure 2.21 

At first no response at all: the dead-zone. 

During the slew period the input stage is overloaded; the output rises 
wi th maximum slew rate. 
As the output increases, the signal at the -input becomes smaller by the 
feedback loop. At a certain moment the input stage starts to operate in 
the linear range and the feedback becomes effective. The op. amp. produces 
a small-signal response. 

The time, necessary to reach the final value, is determined by the 
acceptable error (e.g. a number of RC-times). 

The settling time is defined as the time required to obtain an output 
signal with an error less than the requirement. The settling time depends 
on the input step amplitude and the allowable final error 

-10\1 
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2.3.5. COmmon Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR). 

Most applications of OPe amps. require the amplification of differential 
voltages often in the presence of fluctuating oonm:>n-m::>de voltages. Since 
the desired signal is usually the differential voltage, the response to 
the COIiIIfOn-m::>de signal produces an error at the output that is indistin
guishable fran the signal. tthe COIiIIfOn-m::>de rejection ratio (also called H) 
is conventionally defined as the magnitude of the ratio of 
differential-mode to oornmon-m::>de gain 

H = Adm 
z;;:

an 

tthe rejection ratio is a factor that indicates how many times a oornmon
mode signal at the input must be larger than a differential signal at the 
input in order to get the same differential output signal. 

tthis ratio will generally not be infinite because the transfer charac
teristics of the -input and the +input to the output of an OPe amp. are 
not equal and frequency dependent. 
Suppose 

With these relations we can find easily 

A [ 1 + { (1 +~) jw't21 A 
Adiff = l+j W't 1 1 + j W't

2 
J IV '"'='1+~j;--w-'t 1 

A = M. 
canmon mode 1+j w't 1 

and for the rejection ratio 

1 M. 
1 + ( l+-)jW't 

A 2 2A 2 A 
H= 

M. 1 A M. 
1 + + ) j w't 1 + 

2 M. 2 

1 

. 't2 
1 + JWr 
1 + jW't2 

A 
• jw't 

M 2 
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This relation shows that the rejection ratio becomes frequency-dependentby 
the second p:>le of A+. The C.M.R.R. at low frequencies equals A • 

M 

2.3.6. Discr~ination factor. 

Samet~s an operational amplifier is provided with a differential input 
as well as with a differential output. A feedback circuit, an attenuator 
can be constructed in the same way. 

In those cases you can also define a discr~ination factor F. This fac
tor equals the ratio of the differential gain of the differential signals 
to the amplification of the common mode signals. This discr~ination fac
tor F is ~rtant when two amplifying circuits are used in series and the 
overall CMRR has to be calculated 

H= 
A cUn ~ cliff 
A Cow. ..:t) di« F - f-\ctiu.,. city 

J - A Co Wt -lb Co "'" 

:'-~_---IG>>---o 
~\, H l. 
F. 

figure 2.23 

ccmoon mode gain: 

1 
total CMRR: 

-L + ..l 
F. ~'4 H'l. 

This relation will be discussed in the chapter: Instrumentation Amplifiers. 
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2.3.7. Distortion (G&M pg. 469) 

Distortion occurs when the transfer characteristic is not linear. 

- -~ ~ '!he slope chaD3es since the 

A ~" gain A d:pends on the amplitude 
. of the slgnal. 

This amplitude sensitivity can 
be reduced by feedback. ________ ~~~------------V~~ 

This can be proved by calculating the gain sensitivities of the closed 

ciA' loop relation to the open loop gain: ciA A 
N 

A'-

etA' 
N 

A 
'-;-(2)A 

_ I r PRA 
A 

, d.A' 
- .::=-AI 

A o{A . --
A 

. 

Indeed: the sensitivity is reduced by the well-Jmown factor 

The distortion of an amplifier is decreased with the same factor. 
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3. N~ative and positive feedback (G&M chapter 9) 

If a fraction of the output voltage is fed back to the input it is 
called feedback. 
A feedback to the inverting input of the op.amp. is called negative 
feedback and to the non-inverting input positive feedback. A 
combination of the two is also possible. 
If the feedback introduces enough phase shift to the inverting or 
non-inverting input, feedback may become positive or negative 
respectively and may cause instability. This effect will be 
discussed. 

The positive feedback is used in wave generators bistable circuits, 
and comparators. 
These applications of positive feedback are discussed later. 

3.1. Bode plot 

Let us 
points 

analyse a transfer function or amplification with 3 break-
(corner points). Ao 

/-\( ~ ~) =- (-I ;---:-J Io\)-Vw-,-)C---'-+ --=a-'7l-W-l.-=-) -:-[ -) ;-~d'-I.J ;"-:-Wl.) 

This function A is a complex function. 
We can write the complex function in the form: 

A = Q -t ~ b :: J At e aCf 

with IAI is the magnitude 

and ~ = arg{ z) is the phase. 

The magnitude can be written: 

lAI ~ Ao 

where 

It is common to express the magnitude of the amplification in 
deciBells. 
That is: 

20log{A)= 20logAo - 10 109 (, + tv?'LI1
) - 10 I v~ (1-1- ~t.t ~tJ - Ib IQ~{1 tw'lr ~ J 

This can be approximated for high frequencies by: 

20log IAI ~ 201ogAo -:/.o loq Cur I - .2JJ ICr~ Lv La. - 2..v tv lj W L3, 
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The Bode plot consists of two plots: 

a) magnitude plot IAI=f(~) 

b) phase plot arg A=g(~) • 

~he magnitude Bode plot has a double logarithmic scale, 
horizontal logarithmic and vertical in deciBells. 
With the piece-wise linear approximation we get a curve 
straight lines between the breakpoints. 
The phase Bode plot has a single logarithmic scale. 

1E=11 /R~ 
r~~ 

~ 
w-'; -1" dB/de.c.. . {,o 

/ (q 

14(;1 1 
1.0 

. 
1 ... e. 

with 

0 
Yt; , .. .. ... .t.._ --""-1 

"'" ... ;? (Lc.)~) .. 
' .. - ... ~ - - -

Figure 3.1. 

The magnitude 
Between Band 

of the amplification between A and B is given by Ao· 
C it is given by ~ because 

W'C. 

20log IAI =20 logA-20log l.c.n;, 

Between C and D the function is given by ,etc .. 

3.2. Negative feedback 

Negative feedback is, in general, used to improve linearity, 
stability, input or output resistances. In all these cases the 
improvements are related to the loop gain. The loop gain is defined 
as the product of the open-loop gain of the op.amp. and the transfer 
function of the feedback network. 
That is, Loop gain = Ao ~ _ 

We will first analyse the gain characteristic of an inverting and a 
non-inverting amplifier. 

..... 
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3.2.1. Non-inverting amplifier 

non-inverting amplifier 

Figure 3.2. 

Assume that the effects due to the input and output resistances of the 
op.amp. can be neglected. 

We will first calculate the closed loop gain A'. 

~ 
The transfer function of the feedback: (1 = 1211- \21-

£ = (2, - ~Vo 

V 0 = A E ::: A ( £. - ~ \to) 

Let us assume that A is given by A = 

We now can express the closed-loop gain in Ao, ~ and (uti , that is 

A 
Ao 

1-\0 Ab A' 11- dt.it' I = = ~ , 
tl 

/1- ~A I + (!> Ao I t ~ tv t' I 1 ~Ao 
, 

1+~Ao I;" dLJ 1"t[1Ac 
I-r-d",ft. I 

A': A~ 
I 

A~= Ao with 
J + dwTYat(!Ao , .... (!. Ao 

The term Ao ' is constant, the second term frequency dependent. 

The open loop gain is shown in the figure by the solid line. 



IA\c.tb 
'1 
- - - - ·1---....--.... 

I t.n:> 

o 

The -3db point is at 

Therefore 

.J.... 
1:, 

Wt. 
Furthermore UGBW = ~ 
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.1 

AD .- I (}U clb 

~ I ," lero ro..rJ../}ju_ 

~: D.o\ 

...l. 
':":::"::'~-~--.;' Ao 

'(;, 

Figure 3.3 • 

The closed-loop gain is given by A' = 
Ao 

j+~Ao 

and represented by the dashed-solid line. 
______ l __ ~---. ~ 1 

I-t- dlV *0 a) For low frequencies the term 
and AI ~ A I 

.: IT ~ () :::- '""'0 

When we divide two quantities it means in the logarithmic scale just 
a subtraction of two distances. 
Therefore the quantity Ao' is obtained by taking Ao minus the 
distance ~_ The distance A~ corresponds to 1 +~Ao • This quantity 
is called the loop gain. 

Furthermore for very large values of ~Ao 

I Ao I 

A 0': ) t ~ Au" ~ 

(at low frequencies). 

The accuracy is determined by the loop gain. 
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b) For high frequencies the term 'tl will 
I,. Qt.,) 1"'\ {lAo 0 

contribute to A'. 
There is a breakpoint in this case at 

The unity gain point is at tv,.: ~ 

3.2.2. Gain-Bandwidth product.(GBW) 

The bandwdith changes as the closed-loop gain varies. The product of 
the closed-loop gain and -3dB frequency (BW) is constant for a given 
op.amp. This is called the gain band-width product. 

GBW = A'ideal X BW = constant. 

Example: The non-inverting amplifier. 

without feedback: 

with feedback: 
I t- i?Aa 

2.nt.1 

~ 
I "tr-:-Ao 

3.2.3. Inverting amplifier 

inverting amplifier 

Figure 3.4. 

replace circuit 
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The magnitude Bode plot of an inverting amplifier can easily be 
found in two steps: 

a) feedback 

It is clear that without attenuation the Bode plot equals the plot 
belonging to the non-inverting amplifier. 
Or 

A~ 
AQ.. 

.:: 1+~Ao 

with the breakpoint at ~A~ 
Tj 

See fig. 3.5, solid curve. 

Ao . -. _. , +-__ -_:\. 

(:-f-.)Au- - - -

b) Attenuation 

1- (l,. f ' I 
..J-_ - -- --'I 

I , 

I 

..L 
""[;. 

J.. 
I\l 

~ 
and We. at & 

7:, 

Figure 3.5. 

The effect of the attenuator 1-6 can be represented in the Bode plot 
by shifting the curve downwards with 1-8, see fig. 3.5, dashed 
curve. 

The gain is reduced by this factor and becomes 

A;.- (I-(}:» 1:~Ao::- (1-f3>Jt 
By analysing the Bode plot we observe that the breakpoint remains 

unchanged ~Ao but that [,\"t is reduced: fA." .- ~ ~ {J -~ ) 
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c) Calculation of Gain bandwidth product.(GBW). 

1) Without feedback 
-L. 

Ao] 
-L £.ot, 

BW= .2n 1: I q'BW.:- A IJ .2n L, -:;- .2..,T 

Amplification: uq~w . -~ 

2) With feedback. 

BW = 

3.2.4. Block diagrams 

Block diagrams consist of undirectional operational blocks which 
represent a transfer function of the variables of interest. 
The block diagrams are given for the inverting and non-inverting 
amplifier configurations in the figure. 

non-inverting amplifier inverting amplifier 

A. 
It~A 
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Example: 741C 

Ao=105, fc=106Hz,(first order amplification 

~= 0.1 

non-inverting amplifier 

Ao' == k =- )0 
It[6Ac> 

BW= ~fc = 0,1MHz 

UGBW = fc = lMHz 

loop gain ~Ao==104 

characteristic.) 

inverting amplifier 

~-I\A ~-I 
Ao' = 11- ~jA "V 'r.::-
BW = ~c == o,1MHz 

UGBW == (1 -~)fc = O,9MHz 

loop gain ~Ao == 104 

-g 

3.2.5. Voltage gain errors due to the finite value of the 
C.M.R.R. and the gain 

a) Inverting amplifier. 

Figure 3.7. 

In chapter 2.3.5. it has been shown that the effects of finite gain 
and finite C.M.R.R. can be calculated by considering the transfer 
characteristics of the - input and + input to the output (~ and A+) 
unequal and not infinite. 

With A A 6A -:: - T 
Ai ::: A + M 

1. 

and the C.M.R.R.: H = A 
6A 
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The transfer characteristics can be found from the relation: 

or A('-~) 
I t (bA (1- ~.) 

dividing the numerator and the denominator by ~A(I-l~gives: 
I 

1+ 

In general ~A (I - iH) '» '/ 1 , therefore 
I ~ A·- - (b. 

The C.M.R.R. is not important since there is no common mode signal 
at the inputs. 

b) Non-inverting 

e, u-----j 

gR 1(1 

. Figure 3.8. 

e~A+ - f!;A-Vo :: Vo ) A': ~~.: 
I 

= 
A ( I -t trtJ 
1+ (!>A (1- tH) 

.1. -- \1' -! 
I - 2.H 

J... 
if 21-1 «1 and /f1A ':;>") 1 we get: 
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At f\,J ~ (11 fl1.r· (I - ~A) 
At <I\,J ~(I+*)(I- ~) 
A' rv ~ (I + \t\ t I~I) 
The error due to finite values of H and A 

3.2.6. Impedance transformer 

In general the input and output impedance will change if feedback is 
applied. 
In most of the cases one can catagorize then to one of the following 
basic circuits. 

a) 

Vr:. 

b) 

c) 

d) 

I 

2'~ I 
--> I 

V"l. 

Vs ~ 'Is 
2.:.. .:: 1 '" "Vz -- v~ ';. AV~ 

2. 
:Z~= ItA 

fAI~ 

1 

2~= 
2 -

Ii-A 

Figure 3.10. 



With this knowledge impedance can be made smaller or larger and this 
technique is very useful in measuring systems. 

One is also be able to create infinite impedances. This can be done 
by taking A = -1 in case a) and d). 

Of course there will be a great chance for parasitair oscillation. 

Example 1: e'. -... r 
. t ~--~~~----~ 

with feedback 

e; 0 ~ 
~~ ~ ==() VI) 

1 I 
0 c) 

An equivalent circuit can be drawn as follows: 

({ 
VI;> 

't: = A 
~R 2~.- r .: 

Vo .!l. 
e .; 

ItA 

2~= ~ .-~+ A)'R. 

R(I+A) is a voltage follower .. 

Example 2: 

-l ...... __ J ..... I----; 

Q 0 

€L 
2~: 1"-=1<. 

-l 

~ ---A e~ 

The input impedance has been reduced by a factor l+A. The equivalent 
circuit can be drawn as follows: 

e It-l 
~ u-----.,.----\ 

'R -Ii-A 
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3.3. Stability_ 

Consider the simplified negative feedback configuration 
shown in the figure: 

Q..c..n------; ... 
+ 

figure 3." 

It is a linear shift-invariant system with one feedback 
loop_ 

In this course we will discuss only direct coupled systems 
i.e. dc can pass directly from input to output. The phase 
shift at ~ = 0 in the loop gain is zero when ideal 
integrators are not presented in the lOop. 
From the figure we see: 

V(l = (l Vo 

~I\ = fl, - V(3 
I V., Ff 

R: --
1lA.. I +(3 R 

V" = A~" 
where A~ = loop gain 

I 
can be approximated by A' = (3 

Instability of the amplifier results if the denominator of 
A' becomes zero. This happens when the open loop 
Aj3=-1 = 1 L. 180", or A = A '- 180 0

• 

Under this condition AI is infinite indicating that an 
output results for no input signal and it is characterised 
by self-sustaining oscillation. 
This type of instability can be avoided by reducing the 
phase shift of the feedback system to less than 180 0 when 
the loop gain is greater than or equal to unity. 

To examine the effects of feedback on the stability of an 
amplifier we can use two methods: 

r) N~quist stability criterion. 
a> Bode plot. 
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ad 1) 
The Nyquist plot is a polar plot or polar diagram which is 
obtai ned by plotting the ampl i tude and phase of 13 R wh£l'\ +4/2.. 
frequency w is going from - C/lI via 0 to + CI:> 

The critical point is the point where (JR = -1. 
The number of encirclements of the critical point, N, is 
found by counting circlements which are counterclockwise 
(c.c.w.) as negative and those which are clockwise (c.w.) as 
positive when the frequency w goes - v:> ..... +(./"). 

The system is stable if the number of encirclements is 
zero. 
Example: 

- ..... ...... 

R 

figure 3.12 

A is the critical point; N=O; stable system. 
B"" " "N=2; unstable system. 
C" It " .. N=1-1=O; stable system. 

For situation C the system is conditional stable because 
when the de gain is decreasing the system can become 
unstable. 
In this course no further attention will be paid to the 
Niquist stability criterion. 

ad 2) 
The Bode plot of a linear system is much easier to draw than 
the Nyquist plot. 
Especially when the loop gain contains only first-order 
fa c tor s 0 f the s hap e (1 + j. W 1:) 0 r j W-C • 
The stability criterion can be reworded as follows: 

a single linear feedback system will be stable if at unity 
loop-gain the phase shift is less than 180 0 at one frequency. 
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The following conditions must be fulfilled: 

1) DC-feedback is negative (~=O) 
2) "'-'>0 

Generally the transfer function of op.amps. contains only 
first-order factors (1+ jw'C or llA)'C). 

These are so-called minimum-phase-shift networks. 
In these cases the Bode plot can be used to obtain or to 
improve stability. 
The method makes use of two facts: 

a) Piece-wise linear magnitude Bode plots with only factor 
( 1 + 1W'&) and ~c..Jt. show slopes of n. 20dB/dec or n. 6 dB/oct. 

b) A slope of n.20 dB/dec. corresponds with a phase shift of 
n.900. 

The point where the open-loop gain characteristic intersects 
the line i5 is the point where the loop gain magnitude \FJ(lI= 1 
(or 0 dB). 

Stability occurs if the phase shift at unity loop gain is 
less than 180°. We can improve the stability by approaching 
90° phase-shift at unity loop gain. 

Guidance rules to improve stability: 

a) Obtain in the piece-wise linear Bode-plot a -20dB/dec 
slope near unity loop gain. 

b) Increase the "length" of the -20dB/dec. slope near unity 
loop gain. 

Example: 

It I 
Rol----

J.. 
(l 

l(' 

t 

IA I 
1 

A, 

.J. 
(1 

Rt 

re 

i 
::> 

-90 

_110· 

_qo" -
figure 3.1 

.! 
-c, 

.1, I 
';t 

I I 

I I I 

, 

~w 

_----""~cl~ 

\' ~w 'I .. , 
'" I '" '-- -,..--

I . S" I _ 
'CJ 

- - ------
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As seen from figure (3.13a) for a one-pole op.amp. at the 
pole frequency i, the phase shift is -45°. The maximum phase 
shift is -90°; thus the circuit is always stable. 

Now consider the case in figure (3.13b). 
For lAI = A1 the phase shift of the amplifier is -90° and 
the mplifier will be stable at this gain level. But for 
1~I=A2 the phase shift is -180° and oscillation will 

result at a frequency ~sc at intersection of the open loop 
gain character istic and the 7.i -line. 
The amplifier will be unstable for /1131 < A2. 
If the closed-loop gain levels have a value between Al and 
A2 the phase shift will be between -90° and-180°, which can 
cause peaking and overshoot. 
As lAP I is made closer to unity at the frequency where the 
phase shift of p~ is -180° the amplifier will have a small 
margin for stability. The most widely just two quantities 
for stability analysis are phase margin and gain margin. 
They are defined as follows: 

phase margin = 180 - l(>~f3 

where ~Aais the phase shift of R~ at frequency where 
IA~I= 1. The phase margin must be greater than 0° for stabi
lity. 
The g a i n mar gin i s de fin edt abe the val ~ e I Af3 J J- n dec i bel s 
at the frequency where the phase of A(l .s - 180. 
The gain margin must be less than OdB for stability. The 
phase margin for the amplifier having a single pole response 
is ",-90° (see figure (3.13a». 
'I'he feedback amplifier is shown in f"ig.b) with the feedback(-3 
has a phase margin ~>O which indicates that the system is 
stable. A typical value for the phase margin is 45°; a value 
of 60° is also commonly used. 

3.4. The influence of feedback upon the amplitude-frequency 
characteristic. 

In section (3.2) we have seen that the closed-loop gain of 
the amplifier with Ri""'c,.I) and ro .... 0 is given by 

J9 
A' = 

We can distinguish two cases: 

a) The frequency dependenc¥ is determined by one time 
constant so A =' ~ -+ lW-Z;,) b 
Substituting this in equati~ have seen that the gain 
is reduced but the bandwidth is a factor 1+(3Ao larger 
with feedback (see section 3.2). 
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b) The frequency dependency is determined by two time 
constants 

Ao 
A ::: ----------o .,.. J W 1':1) (I + J IoN 1::1.) 

The closed-loop gain 

A' ::: R 

is then (with real(l ); 

Ao --

A' = 

with no feedback the stepresponse has the 
S-shape. The roots of the denoll\inat~re 
p 1 = - 1. and P2 = - 1. • 

~, ~~ 

so-called 
always real: 

This means using the reverse Laplace transformation we can 
derive two exponential functions of time. 

With feedback the expression for A' can contain real 
poles or two conjugate complex poles. Therefore the step 
response can be oscillatory (complex poles) or having the 
S-shape (real poles). However the denominator of A' 
cannot become zerQ Therefore total oscillation never 
occurs. 

In the following part it will be shown that the quadratic 
form is very useful for the investigation of stability of 
circuits with two time constants. 

1\' = 

= 
+(3 Ro I + 

Let Z, + 72 £; T, + 'rt. ( ru!.fQ.t j ~ dQ..""'p; .,,) 

z. V~ + () AI) )'t,1:.2-
::.- V\ 

2.. V!3 Ro t:, 'tt-

V-I + (3 Fit> 
W" I.A J"(3~ ( ,., 0. ... W'\A.I ~1tJ2.11A.e. ... c. y) = 

"z','Z.t. 1:",7;2. 

RI:II 
A~ ( c. I 0 Ii -e.d - I I:) 0 f' de 130.""') = + flAt;) 
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I 
~'------~--~------~~ 

o I -t, 2. J;::,,' ~ + (3 ~/..)'4 so A' 

where 
I 

*&.,) • 2 is called the quadratic factor. 
I + 21_1;+ (~, 

wI') W"'I 
The denominator of the QF is the characteristic equation 
which determines the response. 
We will investigate this expression a little more. 
Using the complex frequency S instead of vie can write the 
characteristic equation as follows: 

1 + o 

There are two roots S 1 ,2 = - E; w" t ~w.., \It - t;2. 
From this expression one can see that the poles are 
conjugate complex if 19 <:. , 
If that is the c~7e onet,can also prove that the overshoot 
is equal to e-1T'lj/~- §l.)" (see appendix A). For several· 

values of the relative damping the overshoot has been 
calculated. 

a b c d 

~ ~I .L -L .L 
Vi '4 It 

overshoot 0 5% 17% 45% 

ad a) 
From the condition in the 2nd column we see that there is no 
overshoot (this means two real poles) if ~ ~I 

So 
2. Vf3 l=to 1:", 7:2-

then ,,~ 

The condition becomes 

and the limit is 
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In the Bode-plot the factor 
distance !t.. minus 12dB. 

t means -12dB, so 

'&2,. 

fR IdG 

1 ~t------::-----. - - -

...L 
fJ, 

I 

'C, 

figure 3.14 

the 

The phase margin ~ with feedback 
calculated 

factor (3., can easily be 

phase =90° + arct: WI~~ } 

WI'::: 4"Z'a.. 

phase margin = 180 - 104 =76°. 

ad b) 
Peaking of the amplitude. 

o = 104 

Let us analyse the amplitude characteristic of the QF. 

A~ 
A' =------...::.-------

I + 

There is no peaking in lA' I if -2' ( 1- 'l.. f;'t) ~ 0 

I 
or 

Vi 



no peaking if 

R I.,. 1 
0- {ll, 
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, I 
:;:. ~. 
", or. 

figure 3.15 

'2;, 
Limit 
Phase 
with 

value of peaking ~~Ao = ~~L (factor 1/2 is -6dB). 
margin at this pOl.nt f()= 180 - (90+arctg W 2 'C2 ) 
Wt.'= -'- it becomes Ut..=180-90-arctg -2,' =180°-116°=64°. 

2.. 'r,t 

ad c) ..,... 
to I ... , 

If ~"Vi or U t:..(3 Ao there is a peak in 
amplitude-fre~uency characteristic. 

the 

'l'he peak value 
minimum value~ 

of A' occurs if the denominator has his 

d(d.e.I'\OMif\4to"1..._ ( &1) -f- 2,':::!..2. = 0 
d (~~'L - - 2. I - l ':;) w~ 

(~.f= 1- '2. ~t W: Wp:: W,. Vr-,_-t-:-~-:-t 

(If t; <:< I than 

The amplitude as a function of the frequency is given by: 

At the peak the frequency 
substituted into AI: 

For case c) we have the condition 
so 

S t "'Cl .,. "l:.t.. I "L, .... 1:2. = VI 
2 Vf3 Flo "t., 't~ l 1:', 

(3 Flo :-

I 

2. 

substituting this into the equation of the peak value 

I A 'I e ak = R,,' . ' 
P I V (I\:to::' I, IS 1=10 

2· 'i. I .. "£, 

(Factor 1.15 is 1.25d8.) 
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For ~::: I} '-i 

this is a peak of 6db. 

Sl.lI11tlary : 
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2 

~4 

As discussed in this chapter and in appendix A, the closed loop frequency 
characteristic of an op. amp. with two time constants and a real feed
back J3 can be described by 

AI = 
Ao 

Ji- ~Ao 
with 

(relative damping) 

(natural frequency) 

If ~ <i. there is a peak in the amplitude frequency characteristic at: 

with value 

A'peak = 

-.. 

Ao 
1+ ~Ao 
-L 
f-> 

t . 
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Applying the Laplace transform we found the pulse response: with a 
resonance frequency 

and an overshoot: 

The table gives those values for several loopgains ~ 

loopgain phase margin 

P.:>Ao ~ bode peaking step response overshoot 

< t', > 1 no peak S-shape no 
I.,.r~ 2 breakpoints 

~ '\i 75 ~ 1 no peak critical no 
lt1:'l.. 2 breakpoints S-shape 

T, 6/./' --L no peaking oscillatory 5% 

"" Vi: 1 breakpoint 
.21:2- Butterworth 

"(I ~5° 1/2 1,25db oscillatory 17% 
T2. 

....., 

L.~ ,.... 2.b b 

1/4 6 db oscillatory 45% 1:, 
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The relation between these resonances and peaks can easily be verified by 
measurements if ~ < 1/4. 

In that case: 

1 Ald.b 

Wh~ Wr ~ Wr 

J. I 
A 'peak = (!J.2 'S 

overshoot lr' e -~TT 

i Ao~--"" 

figure 3.16 

" 

~ can be measured by the construction as indicated in the figure. It can 
easily be proven that the Bode peak touches the production of the line 

Ao at Wrr '!he peak value is _1 ( tt». 

wtl 2~ 

The value of ~ , found in this way can be verified by the overshoot of the 
pulse resp::>nse. 
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4. Compensation technique 

In the previous discussion the feedback element was resistive, which of 
course does not introduce any phase shift. 

'!herefore examination of the amplifier phase shift is sufficient to 
ensure stability. It was shown that the gain A should have a frequency 
characteristic with a roll-off with a maximum slope of -20dB/dec down to 
the U.G.B.W. 

However, if reactive elements are used in the feedback the overall phase 
response as well as the closed-loop gain of the amplifier can be 
modified. '!his new phase response am the loop-gain of the feedback 
circuit should be used to detennine the condition for stability. 
'!his process is called compensation technique. 

Some of the op. amps. are internally compensated. Manufacturers do this by 
installirq a small capacitor, typically 3OpF, within the op. amp. durirq 
the manufacturirq process. '!his internal compensating capacitor reduces 
the gain of the op.amp. as frequency increases am therefore prevents 
oscillations at high frequencies. 
Examples for internally compensated amplifiers are the 741, 747 am 766. 

Op.amps. without internal compensation are also available. '!he 10JA, 702 
and 777 are examples of these. In this case some poles and/or zeros are 
added to the frequency response of the open loop gain by connectirq 
external elements to the op.amp. '!he phase shift introduced by f3 and/or 
Ao can then be compensated to ensure stability and to limit any peaking 
in the closed-loop frequency response. 

An op.amp. usually contains two gain stages followed by a unity gain 
buffer. 

In fig. 4.1. the gain stages are schematically shown. 

-----.-----..v. 
q v· 

b\, I. -c. 

Fig. 4.1. circuit diagram of op.amp. 
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'!he transfer function is given by 

A= Vo g~,1<1 qho\ ~ 1<2- :: 
Alo Azo -

v~ I T ~ t.J 'R\C~ 
0 

1+ ~I.J'R,C, I +d/...)"tl 11- d w'l;'t, 

with 
A 10':: ~ ~, 1<, ~ A 10 = 11\'\ ~ 1<'2. .J 1: • .:- 1(, C .J Lt = ~'LCl. 

In op.amps. the dominant pole is generally determined by RICI. 

An identical transfer function can be realized by two op.amps. with 
feedback applied in series, 

Fig. 4.2. Two op.anps. in series. 

with A,o .:- ~ . A~o:: 1<~ 
1<, ) 

12'J. 

and "[I :- C'R'l. 1:'1=- ('2,'1(4 

'!he Bod.e plot of the single two stage op.amp. and of the two op.amps in 
series is illustrated in fig. 4.3. 
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From above it will be clear that phase compensation can be studied by 
usirg one of the configurations. 

various methods of phase compensation exist (GSM pg. 543, 9.4.2.). 

1) Connectirg a passive RC network (RC-shunt compensation). 
2) Usirg Miller effect,multiplication a capacitor (Miller 

compensation, pole-splittirg). t;;f 
3) usirg feedforward technique. 

4.1.1. RC-shunt cgmpensation 

Consider again the anplifier whose gain is shown in fig. 4.3. 

Assume that a compensation has to be applied in such a way that no 
peaking occurs for 11 = 1 and that the trGlI'I is as laIge as possible. In 
chapter 3 we have seen that this requirement means 

IA~ 
olb 

I 

: '1' I 

tA :- k ~Ao wi4h k= 2-
!"'8> 

From the Bode plot (fig. 4.3) it can easily be derived that such a 
compensation can be obtained by correctirg the transfer characteristic of 
the broader stage. 
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'!his can be ac:hieved by changing the original characteristic 

under the condition 

¥ = k~AIA4 
~ 

A~o (J f dt.J 'Cel 
(l"dvvtA)CI;.~wt'&) 

Oloosing l'"c:fo t: I gives deviations in the Bode plot as indicated by 
the dashed lines. 

SUch a correction can be realized by adding a RC-shunt in parallel with 
C2 and ~ as shown. 'Rs 

C~ C:JJ--:::-f r--_ 

The transfer function becomes :n.ow 

The exact values of the poles [A and r ~ can be calculated and are 
given by 
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In practice we can approximate these :poles by using the relations: 

LA -r rf:, ~ 12" ([1+ C\) t C3.1(~ .. 

tA.r~: C"C:!l. ~R~'" 
a. ~c\. : LA ») L& 

'!his gives 

tA.: ~ (['1. '1 C~) t (,~ ~s
CI.C~ ~ 'R!l." 

From the Bode plot (fig. 4.3.) can be derived that 

(rr t A ) 'R~C~ 

err 'Rt., C, < 12) [3, 

with these assumptions we obtain for r:A and t: ~ 

rA:: 1<4 ( C 2. i- C 1.) ) 1:' '& .::- 12." 14~ . C ~ 
~T12~ 

The same results can be found much easier considering the network and 
drawing the replacement diagrams for low and high frequencies as shown in 
fig. 4.5. ' 

I [ -
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'!he values of Rs and C3 can nc:M be calculated using the relations 

~:- k J!> A.Alo o.~cl 1:",.:- 121C~" 
'!he same compensation can be obtained in an op.anp. as shown in fig. 
4.1. by shl.U1ting R2C2 by a series RC-network. 

Example Given an op.anp. (fig. 4.1.) with 

'1<1: IcbJ). I C,.: Ib .. Il F I 1::,: lo-Ssec 

1(1': IOS'JL ~ C1 : JO..,l F, !2.': ID-bSe.c 
Questions: 

) q~1 = 10-'-A/v 
g~t': ID-'4 A/V 

1. Design a compensation in such a way that no peaking occurs for 
= 10-1 and that the UGBi is kept as large as possible. 

2. Idem for 13 = 1 with a S-shape stepresponse. 

Solutions 

1. 

gives: 

substitution of the op.anp. values results in 

2... 1<~ - II 1< - J () b:: 0 

.J 
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\Al<k 
A~:: 12.0 I....:----:r--~---""I\. 

JoCJ 

..L ~ __ so bJ I : 
------------ .L I.!. -'-I'L; 

t:A "t. 'I'a 1:13 
Ol--------~-+-------~S--~,--~~~---~~llm l.-

Ief '0 l. 10 10 -;;) "V 

~ t>Ao 

2) 

Using the same relations as above gives 

1. ~ ... 
41( - 1,11< -10 =0 

101- 1"'-'1 

10-8 f 1<.:- lAVl.c-l Co:- ~4c> - S2. 
\f4O 

LA'" 
V~ -~ 40 10 s.ec. IrA .: I r t Ii 40 10 (e>.cA/ ~t.c. 

T B':- "it \f4D IO-~ sec 
) 1'Cn.. ::: \[40. 10 8 rO\d.[~ec 

If RC < "[I a part of the gain characteristic will have a slope of -40 
dB/dec and. RC > r, a part will have zero dB. 
In all three cases the same tx;:s;. 
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IA\&b 

Au- Il.b "-
" Rc.(t'" 

1(Ib RC' 
... , I 

" 
t, , · 

,I 
&, "-

~ 
1(C)t,' ,_ 

Me.. 
~o 

.20 I 

I~ 
, 

~& 1· -, 0 t"A =t;, 
102. I IO'!:» If) Ii> 

4.1.2. Miller compensation: (pole splitting) (G&M.9.4.2) 

Another compensation of a two stage op.an:p.can be achieved by applying 
feedback arourrl the secord stage with a compensation capacitor C (fig. 
4.8). 

~t-
,-----r--..... V, 1]3>-0 

'!his capacitor can be small because of the gain of this stage. 

'lhe effect of this capacitor can easily be calculated by redrawing fig. 
4.8. as an op.an:p. configuration. 

--
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Since A1 has no pole the transfer function of the compensated anplifier 
can be found by consideri.rg the attenuator and the feedback arolU1d A2' 

Attenuation: 

Feedback: 

11- dtvRl(CtC,) 

J + d Lv 1<l (etC,) 
rl..J C 1<., 

'!he Bcxle plots of attenuator and A2 with feedback and of the complete 
amplifier are shown in fig. 4.11. 

\ 
1\ 

'\ 

\ 
r 
.-1.. 

I ~l 'CA 

" 

k - - - --

\ 

---I 

p~ 4.11 
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with 

'Ih.e required compensation is obtained if 

r" = k ~ A,oAl<> =: A ~ 1<, (" 
'1;~ 121 C2. (etC,] 

'!his equation gives the possibility to calculate C, rA ani tB." 

Exanple 

g~, = 10-1. A/v J 1(,.:' lobJl.) C, -- 10-
11 \)1-

A2Q:' fO'!. I '7::2.': ID-b S.ec 

Find for fj = 1 the value of the Miller-capacitor C ani the \JF"B>l 
requiring no peaking in the magnitude Bode plot, or k = 2. 

1( I c'l. Ala t. 
- Or 

~2. (2. (CtCJ 

1<, C tA20:: 2. Alo 1<, Ca (Ct C) 

C2. -12C ~23a 
- 2.. 10 - Z 10 ;:;; b 

C= 10-'2+ VID-2.~+.2102.!. - s.b JO-'~F 

tA:: A20 'R, C ;:;; S.b IO-'!.~ec I fA -- J7 ~ rexot/l€C 

Ie,.:- 12t Cl.. C t CL = ~. a I c:;~ .lee / t;;, _- 3. '"I IOIJ r~tc 
A10C 



~b 

J.,~ 

~~I 0 

J. 
"t'A 

~() 

I -1.:'/.\ 
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I I 

E -"tl. 

lOS I(>b 

4 .1.3. Feedforward compensation technique 

ti ~ 4.11. 

6db 

10'0 
--iJ log IN 

This method of conpensation is achieved by applyirg two modifications: 

1) an extra direct fotward connection is added around one stage; 
feed forward 
2) the time constant of that stage is increased to 7: A 
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(Al 
dAb ______ ~:.:.+:.. _ :. 
~ I ~~ 

, t\. 

A,. 
A~~----~------+-----~ 

'!he feedward loop is daninating for frequencies higher than 

~ . 

An ideal roll off is obtained by increasing 1:", to l:A 
so that 

AIO-tl 1... . ..::-

T:A 1:"1.. 

ExaItrQles 

Given A 10 .:: 10'1 -S" L,.:: 1 0 ~e c. 
~ 

Inprove the gain characteristic with feedforward technique so that the 
roll-off equals -20dB/dec. 

'!here are two possibilities. 
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a) Feedforward around the first stage 

A, b eo =-=--=-~-=--=-.:.....---~-
P\ltl I'\., 

" " At. " Alo 1.,0 l-----:-----~--~ 

b) Feedforward arourrl the second stage 

lAldb 
A .. ~ 

Ao-~ 1'J,al------\.- -- --, T:A::- 20 r.-.. 10 ~eC. 
trAtCo';:' ~t\~~.ed 

\ 

\ \"' A2.~"'VOk'\pe.1I'I.~t.ed. 
\ 

AI. . - ---: -- .. 
.£' 
"t'l. " 

I " 
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Conclusions 

1) An anplifier configuration which consists of two stages 
different UGIIV's can be compensated by feedforwanl in two 

with 
ways. 

2) '!he UGIIV of the compensated system equals the UGIIV of the not 
bypassed stage. 

3) For max. UGIIV apply feedforwanl aroun::i the narrO'iN'er stage. 

4.2. Stability - Enhancement technigyes 

'!he frequency compensation techniques developed in the preceding section 
are, in general, sufficient to design stable op.anp. circuits. However, 
when the circuit is wired a designer may be confronted with instability. 
'!his may be caused by a bad layout, an insufficient power supply, 
bypassing input and output capacitances and so on. 

lAYOOI' AND BYPASSING. [)rring layout the leads to the input and the 
compensation tenninals must be kept short and their placement relative to 
other wires must be carefully studied. Ground paths should have low 
resistance. It is always recormnended to use a ground plane on printed
circuit boards for a high quality ground. Positive and negative power 
supplies should be bypassed with good-quality RF capacitors (i. e. 0.1 p.F 
disk ceramic or 1.0 J.l.F tantalytics for every five IC's). 

cx::MPENSATION OF STRAY mror CAPACITANCE 

At the input of an op.anp. there will always be a few picofarads of 
stray capacitance plus some wiring capacitance. '!his is indicated in 
figure ~.p. , 

>-"'--'-0 Vb 

let A = 



IJ.he feedback factor is 

an::l the Bcx:le plot 
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I 

I • -I I 
I (. I l~£,.) 

IJ.he Bode plot shows that if R1 is large (e.g. the input signal is 
delivered by a currrent source) the frequency II&. c. may move into the 
region where it can contribute noticeable phase ~ift. '!his can cause 
oscillation. 
A solution is to keep R2 low but that means a low amplification. 
A better solution is to shunt R2 with a capacitor C2. 

'!he feedback factor p becomes 

~ __ 1<,_ 
, 'RI +1<2 

It- ~WR~Cl 
1+ dW "Qp (CTel.) 

IJ.he Bode plot is changed by this capacitor as shown in fig. 4.19. 

JAI~ 
Au 1---..... 

----~~~--~--_/~w 
..!. I ..L .""J 
"t ~ t"3. 

'!he stability is improved, the phase will be 65 0 if 
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A disadvantage is that this compensation capacitor causes a drop of the 
transfer characteristic at higher frequencies. 

§ I. 

"RI . I + d LV C 12 ~ transfer ftmction = 
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5. Applications of operational amplifiers. 

Virtually all operational amplifier applications rely on the principles 
of feedback. By including non-linear elements in the feedback network, 
operational amplifiers can be used to perform non-linear operations via 
one or more analog signals. Also positive feedback generates many inter
esting circuits. 
In this section some of those applications of Ope amps. will be dis
cussed in more detail. 

5.1. Linear applications/Amplifiers. 

5.1.1. Inverting/non-inverting Amplifiers. 

~ 
fig. 5.1 

Inverting: gain: 
Rl 

input impedance Rl 

1 1 +~ = $ R1 

Non-inverting: gain: 
R2 1 

1 +R1" =13 
input impedance high 
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5.1.2. Summing Amplifier. 

\ t 12, 
v, Q--

121 
V2. er--e=J---+---'--I 

fig .5.2 

All the inputs are completely isolated from each other because the 
- input is kept zero by the op. amp. (virtual earth). By changing the 
adding resistors (R,--- ~) the input signals can be added with 

different amplification factors. The bandwidth of the circuit is de
termined by the parallel impedance Rp = R,I /RI / • •• ~. 

R 
The feedback equals: R p+ R 

p 
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5.1.3. Integrator. 

An integrator circuit complete with the bias sources is shown in the 
figure: 

c 

fig .5.3 . 

1 
= CR 1 

This expression shows that the bias sources are integrated as well. 
Therefore, it is ~rtant to zero the offset voltage and to make 
~2R2 = I b1R1• 

The offset term Ib2~ can only be eliminated by making ~ = 0 and by 

compensating Ib1 by an external current source. 



Integrator Noise: 
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-----11 ... ('-------. 

~ hOlse qcUn 

.--- Ctrnpl. chtlrClCte.rist."c 

2frQl. 

fig. 5.4 

The output noise contains frequencies higher than ~~CR because the 
noise gain remains unity above this frequency. Therefore, it is advis
able not to apply a too wideband Ope amp. and to insert a lowpass fil
ter behind the integrator if the noise performance is important. 

5.1.4. Differentiatorc 

fig. 5.5 

A small resistor r is inserted in the circuit to improve the stability 
and to reduce the high frequency noise, caused by the amplification of 
the ope amp_ noise 
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IN IAI 
db otb 

o 

'IRe. I II 
(121-f')c ,r, 

fig. 5.6 

without r: ~ = 1 + jwCR with r: 1 = 1+jw(R+r) 
j3 1+jwCR 

- instable - stable 

5.1.5. AC Amplifiers. 

A common AC-amplifier configuration is shown in the following figure: 

1(\ 
~I------~--I 

fig. 5.7 
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~ + R3 
The DC-gain equals - ~ and can be kept low in order to reduce 

the DC offset voltage at the output. 
The AC-gain can easily be calculated by applying the Y -~ transformation: 

1(. 

fig. 5.8 

Notice that ZA affects the input impedance but not the gain. Z is just 
a load at the output. c 
The AC-gain is: 

V out 
V 

in 
R 

1 

This configuration is useful to obtain a very high AC-gain by making the 
feedback impedance large (e.g. ~ ::: R3 = 1MA, R4 ::: lKQ. gives RB = 10. 9Jl.) 

Note that ZA cannot be ignored considering the stability: 
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Noise and drift. 

The output noise is also influenced by ZA e 

This shows clearly that the noise is additionally amplified by this tmpe
dance ZA • The same calculations and conclusions appear with respect 

to drift when the capacitor C is left out. Thus it is often better to use 
a real high tmpedance than to use this configuration. 
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5.2. Converters. 

5.2.1. Current to voltage converter. 

A possible configuration of a current to voltage converter is shown in 
the figure 

fig. 5.9 

The voltage at the -input is kept zero by the OPe amp., therefore the 
current through the parallel parasitic capacitance and resistance of the 
current source is also zero and the complete current flows through R. . 

Vout = - IR 

Such a circuit is very useful for measuring the current of a photodiode 

photodiode - characteristic: 

eV/KT 
I = 10 (e - J) - ILight 

Since V = 0, the current IL 
and V

out 
is proportional to 

-------':!1II'F--11'-----_- V the light intensity. 

fig. 5.10 
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The modulation of light sources can be measured up to high frequencies 
because the parasitic diode capacitance does not influence the gain. 
This capacitance can cause instability. It can be compensated by a small 
capacitor across R. 

5.2.2. VOltage to current converters. 

a} Floating toad. 

fig. 5.11 

If the feedback current is small (R3« R1) 

This converter is useful when the current through a coil (e.g. deflection 
coils of a cathode-ray tube) must have a certain waveform. 
The inductance of the coil, influences the stability. 
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b) N:>n-Floating IDad. 

\I. 
"Rs 

V2. =pIt 
1(>". I o 2L. .e-t 

1 
fig .5.12 

Assume that the current through the feedback loop i « IL 

Let Aa = a,.. r 

For stability, the negative feedback (R2, R1) should be larger than the 

positive feedback (R4, R3). Hence we require that: 

for stability 



'lhe current IL equals: 

I = L 

= 
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1 + Q. 
l+ct 

-E ~ 
Rl 

Rs + ZL /JOt. 
1+a. 

this gives 

= 1 -

The circuit satisfies the current source requirement if II a is small: 
'lhe output current IL is independent of ZL. 
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Output impedance with/:) Q. =I; 0 

The output tmpedaoce of a current source can be found by open and short 
circuiting the output 

V 

= open 

I short 

and thus Zout = ~ • 

fig. 5.13 

- E ~ 

-E ~ 
R 1 

'!he curve shows that the 
output linpedance is nega
tive for lJo... negative. 
In this case DC instability 
occurs; the output being 
either v++ or V--. 

The value IL ZL is limited by the maximt..nn output voltage and maximt..nn comm:m 

node voltage which can be handled by the OPe amp. 

Thus 
IL (ZL + ~) < max. output voltage 

R 
IL ZL' 3 < max. COIlIIOC)n mode voltage 

~ + R4 
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5.3. Instrumentation Amplifiers. 

Instrumentation amplifiers are closed-loop gain blocks with differential 
inputs and an accurately predictable input to output relationship. They 
have very high input impedance and ooIilOOn-m:>de rejection. This makes 
them ideal for accurately amplifying of low level signals in the 
presence of large ooIilOOn-m:>de voltages. 
The instrumentation amplifier differs fundamentally from the operational 
amplifier. It is designed to be used as a close-loop gain block. Opera
tional amplifiers on the other hand, are open-loop devices whose closed
loop performance depends upon the external networks. 

Instrumentation amplifiers can be put together by using one or more 
OPe amps. in specific oonfigurations. 

5.3.1. One Op. Amp. Instrumentation Amplifier. 

fig. 5.14 

Assume: ~ 60.. R4 
a + AfA.. = a - 2 

. 
R3 

= "2 R1 
, 

with this 

V =-v.~ + V2 • 
R4 

(1 + ~ ) = (V2-V1) ~ with IJ.. a = 0 out 1 Rl R3+R4 Rl Rl 

The differential input Unpedance of this s~le differential amplifier 
is that of the input resistors Rl and ~ + R4' which are generally low. 
Also, even though the OPe amp. used may have excellent CMRR, the finite 
matching of the resistors can degrade the overall CMRR. 
This can be calculated by using the relations we discussed in chapter 
2.3.5 and 2.3.6. The differential amplifier oonsists of two stages as 
shown in figure 5.15. 
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12, ~ o--t 

QR. lv¥ 1 Vo 

v<p:: 'R:> 1/ ~OD 
O--t I t I vo, - OR'f O'Rl ,. 

..L .J.. -

fig. 5.'5 

The CMRR of the complete circuit is: 

Htotal 
1 

-'- + -' F ,H2 H, 

so we have to calculculate the values of 

F" H" A, of the resistor network and H2 of the amplifier with 
feedback. 

a = 1+J. 

com. mode gain = 
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In chapter 2.3.5. we have seen that the CMRR of an OPe amp. equals: 

A. 
H= -6A 

It can easily be shown that the cornmon-mode rejection is not influenced 
by applying feedback. 

The CMRR of the differential amplifier can now be found: 

H total 

1 

+ 1 
H2 

= 
~_1+_a-,-) _ 

H6a + 1 + a 2 a 

The relations show that even with perfectly balanced resistor network the 
CMRR cannot exceed the value of Hopamp. 

The common mode capability of this differential amplifier is limited by 
the max. allowable common mode input voltage of the OPe amp. (VOnax). So 

1 + a 
a • Vc 

max 

In order to change the gain both resistors R2 and R4 have to be varied. 
This can be rather complicated because the network has to be kept in 
balance. 

The fig. (5.15) shows that the gain is determined by the attenuator as 
well asl"the feedback. It is obvious that gain control can be realised by 
varying the feedback without influencing the attenuator. 
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A possible solution for gain control is shown in the figure: 

121 
c:::J-1 I' 

fig. 5.16 

The gain in the feedback path is: 

So the gain of this differential amplifier configuration is: 

1 
"13 = 

It can be controlled by varying E6. 

The input impedances at both inputs are practically equal. 

5.3.2. TWo OPe amp. Instrumentation Amplifiers. 

The previous circuits cannot handle very high common mode voltages. One 
way of overcoming this is to invert one of the inputs. 



With: Rl = 
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1<, 
\fa o'---l=::::J---+-1 

fig. 5.17 

- V 1 

R2 can be used for gain control 

'!he maximum conmon-rrode voltages are limited by the max. output 
voltage of the OPe amps. (V t ) 

ou max 

If R3 > R4 the amplifier can handle relatively high voltages because of 
the attenuation of the input signals. 
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- '!he input impedances are low, R1 and R2 

- '!he CMRR can be calculated easily 

assume R4 
a( 1 + 61) = 

R5 

~ a(1 +~2) R-
1 

The common mode gain equals 

The differential gain is 

1 
So the CMRR = 1> 1 - 'D2 

.1\ disadvantage of this differential amplifier is the low input impe
dance. 
A way of getting very high input impedances is to use the non-inverting 
inputs of both amplifiers as shown in the figure. 

Vi 0-----1 

V. 0'----1 

fig. 5.18 
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= a (1 + 61) R4 C ; = a (1 +02). 
R3 

and assume H and A to be infinite, then the differential gain (b small) 
equals: 

v out 
Vdiff • 

= 1 + a 

Toe common-l'lK>de gain (V1 = V2) is 

v 
out 

V <DIll. 
= , -

Therefore CMRR equals: CMMR = 

a(1+b2) 
a( 1+ 61) 

, + a 
0' - S2 

The common-mode voltage capability is 

VCM 
max 

= 
R, 

The main feature of this amplifier is the high input impedance. Disad
vantages are the low common mode voltage capability and the difficulty of 
varying the gain. 

These disadvantages can be overcome using three OPe amps. 
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5.3.3. Three OPe amp. Instrumentation Amplifier. 

A common configuration of an instrumentation amplifier consists of three 
OPe amps. as shown in the figure: 

fig. 5.19 

The two input Ope amps. provide a differential gain 

The output OPe amp. is a differential amplifier with a differential gain 

The total gain of this configuration equals 

V out 
Vdiff 

= - ~ 
R4 ( 1 + 
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'!he gain can easily be controlled by varying R2• 

'!he input followers produce high input impedances. '!he common-mode 
voltage capability is limited either by the maximum output voltage or by 
the maximum common rrode voltage of the input op. amps. 

common Mode Rejection Ratio. 

As discussed the CMRR of the configuration can be calculated if we know 
the values Hl, F" Al and H2. 

Assuming Al and Hl = 105 to '06 and 

~ = a ha ~ = a +6 a - 2" R4 R6 2 

We found already 

Al 
V3 -V4 1 

Rl +~ 
= = + V1 - V2 ~ 

H2 = 
a( 1+a) 
Ila 

If V
1 

= V
2

, no current flows through R1, ~ and R;3 resulting in 

for the input stage 

com.mode out 
corn.mode in = 

'!hus: Fl = 

and 
differential out 
com.node in = 0 

'!he CMRR of the complete instrumentation amplifier can now be calculated. 

( R, + ~J 
Htotal = 1 + R:2 a( 1+a) 

6.a 

'!he CMRR can be improved by increasing the gain and thereby the F 1 of 
the first stage by varying R

2
• 
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5.4. Bridge Amplifiers. 

An instrumentation amplifier is ideal for measuring the differential, 
unbalance signal of a bridge because the common mode voltage (half the 
bridge voltage) is suppressed by the high common mode rejection of this 
type of amplifiers. 

Op. amp. configurations can be used if elements of the bridge are in
serted in the feedback loop. 

5.4.1. Small bridge deviations. 

For small deviations the following, alternative configuration can be 
applied: 

fig. 5.20 

2~ + R1 
--;:----.- • E 
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Thus the output is proportional to ~ if the bridge is close to balance, 
(b = small). Large deviations cause non-linearities. This method is ad
vantageous in combination with a strain gauges bridge where anyway the 
deviation is in the order of 10-3• 

A high gain ( ""~ ) can be obtained. 
1 

5.4.2. Large bridge deviations. 

For a large unbalance of the bridge use can be made of the common mode 
rejection of an ope amp. 

fig. 5.21 

As discussed, the rejection is almost completely dependent on the unba
lance of the resistors and not on the CRMM of the ope amp_ 

V out 
= E [_ ~ (1 + {n 

Rl 
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The deviation of the bridge can be large, the output remains linear, 
but the obtainable gain is low. 

5.5. Active Filters. 

A second order transfer function can be realized by an operational ampli
fier with multiple feedback. 
Successive stages can be cascades to give higher order transfer func
tions.By selecting the right passive elements for the feedback loop. 
Butterv;orth, Olebyshev, Bessel and other filters can be composed. 

Example: Second order !ow Pass Filter 

......... 
I ..... 

-C1 

I 

fig. 5.22 
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As discussed, the transfer function of the inverting amplifier with 
Ri'::c::O is: 

Vo 

Vi 

where A = 

V o 
V. 

1 
= 

R4 

Z2 
= - z,-

1 
jwC5 

1 1 . ft::: A ( 1 + 1 +ft 
. 

1 
Ri = ~// 

1 
• R:3 ' jwC2 

1 

1 

:: - Rl 1 + jwC
5 

R:3 ( 1 

Z2 Z2 
-+ R. ) Z1 1 

In this way the values of the components for the required filter can be 
calculated. 
The transfer function for the non-inverting input should be investigated 
in order to check the stability. 

These types of filters are useful in low frequency applications because 
coils can became quite large in this range. So a filter without coils can 
be desirable. 
The operational amplifier provides isolation between the stages so that 
several stages can be put in series to pvovide higher order transfer 
functions. 
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This low pass filter can easily be transformed into a high pass filter by 
interchanging the resistors by capacitors and inversely capacitors by re
sistors. A partly interchange delivers a bandpass filter: 

High pass filter bandpass filter 

fig. 5.23 

5.6. Rectifiers. (<18.1'1 ~ \0.2.) 

The rectification and detection of signals is normally performed by using 
diodes. The amplitude of these signals must be larger than a few hundred 
multivolts since a normal diode cannot handle very low input signals. 
This drawback of a diode rectifier is caused by the forward drop in the 
diode of about o,6V, given by the well-known diode characteristic: 

The performance of a rectifier can be greatly enhanced by addition of an 
OPe amp. The diode drop will reduced by AJ3. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
~~~~~~, _____ V 
- - - - - - -0.6'1 

diode rectifier 
fig. 5.24 

I 

v 
- ---9.5: V 

JtA~ 

• • 

diode + OPe amp. 
rectifier 
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5.6.1. Half~ave rectifier. 

c.. 

---4----~~---4----+----+-v, 
~'J.D _ _ _ I _ _ _ 

Vin = Vsinwt Slope r.Jd.er,'r\ ineel / 
b't !.Iew iQ..te 

Vo l 
v 

fig. 5.25 

5.6.2. Full~ave rectifier. 

A full~ave rectifier can be realized by adding a signal with an ampli
tude 2 Asinwt to the output of the half-wave rectifier as shown in the 
figure 

fig. 5.26 

r 
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If the input is Vin = Acoswt and 

V. = positive: 1n 
R R R 

Vout = (- V in R) - ( R72 • (- R V in ) = V in 

if 

Vin = negative: 

so the output waveform is: 

fig. 5.27 

An alternative circuit with a high ohmic input and controllable gain is 
shown in the figure 

v~ 
&---1 

• - - .. ' 

fig. 5.28 
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- point A is kept at earth potentialby OPe amp. 2 

- 02' 03 are conducting, 01' 04 are off. 

therefore: 

V
2 

= - Vdiode 

R1 + ~ 
Vout = R2 • V. ln 

If V. is negative: ln 

- 0" 04 are conducting, 02' D3 are off • 

v, = + V. - Vd · od ln 1 e 

'!bus full- wave rectification is obtained if R, = ~ = ~ R. 

Because the parts of the circuit for the positive and negative half 
cycles are more or less similar, the output is for both half cycles 
more symmetrical. 
Gain control can be inserted into the circuit by replacing R1 and ~ 

by a potentiometer, having a value R and with the tap, connected to the 
- input of the top amplifier. 
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Assume: Rl = (1 - x) R 

then with 

, R:2 = xR. 

Vin positive : Vout = 
(l-x)+x V _ Vin 

x in- x 

Vin negative : Vout = - R 
xR Vin = -

V. In 
x 

5.6.3. Peak-Detector. 

and 

A peak-detector can be composed by adding a capacitor to a half wave 
rectifier either in point A or B 

:Ie 

-A 

c 

fig. 5.29 

v 
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The capacitor will be charged till Vc ,.." A if Vin = Asinwt. 

Diode 0 1 will be closed except during the amplitude peaks for 
the capacitor. So peak detection on A. 

loading 

The diode 0, is almost continuously closed. Therefore the capacitor C 

can be considered being a voltage source with a voltage VA = A. 

The signal on point B will be: 

R R 

VB = - R Vin - VA • R 

with VA = A and Vin = Asinwt it is clear that VB is always negative, and 
clamped at ground. The circuit is also a clamp circuit in B. A disad
vantage of this peak detector is that the output A cannot be loaded. The 
performance can be enhanced by the addition of an amplifier as shown. 

fig. 5.30 
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This ~roved peak detector operates as follows: 

If V. increases: 
ln 

- diode 1 ronducts~ the feedback loop is closed 

- The capacitor C will be charged until Vout = Vin 
- The voltage on cap C = V C Vout because 

A2 operates as a follower. 

If V. decreases: 
ln 

- diode 1 stops ronducting 1 the feedback loop is interrupted 

- The output voltage V t is kept by the charge on C. ou 
Capaci tor is not decharged because the input ~ance of 
follower ~ is high (FET op.amp., low I gate). 

- diode 2 starts to ronduct, op.amp. 1 operates as a follower. 

Diode 2 prevents that the output of OPe amp. 1 is driven in the negative 
direction until the output stage saturates when the loop is open: NOw 
the output remains on V, - Vd'od : so the jump of the output voltage is 

In 1 e 
limited to 2Vd'od when the loop is again closed by increasing V. and 

1 e In 

slew rate lllniting gives less problems. 

Remarks: 

- The offset voltage of ~ is not ~rtant: this will be compensated 

by an extra voltage across C. 

- Instability can occur because the loop rontains three tllne-ronstants 
in series: ope amp. 1, R t 1 with the capacitor C and the ou op.amp. 
follower. Therefore use ope amps. with different tllne ronstants (e.g. 
broadband follower) or put a small resistor in series with the 
capacitor. 

5.6.4. Sample and hold. 

The ~roved peak detector circuit (fig. 5.30) can easily be changed 
into a sample and hold circuit. 
Diode 1 has to be replaced by a switch and diode 2 should be removed. 
The output will follow the input signal if the switch is closed. 
A sample of this signal will be taken and held by opening the switch. 
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fig. 5.31 

TWo specifications of a sample and hold are nnportant: 

Acquisition tnne: The time necessary to charge the total capacitor to a 
full-scale voltage change and remain within a specified error band. It 
begins at the hold-to-sample transition of the switch. 

Af>E;rture time: The time necessary to enter the hold lrode after the 
sWltch oommand. This time specifies the uncertainty of the sampling 
moment. 

5.6.5. Floating rectifiers. 

Floating rectifiers are applied in voltmeter circuit~and can be con
structed by using a diode bridge as shown • 

.... 
I I 
, I 

l.l+ 

-<;SVp 

fig. 5.32 
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'!be voltmeter indicates a value V which is both for A.C. and D.C. pro-
V. 0 

port ional with 1n 

For polarity indication a small cheap meter Vp can be used to indicate 

+ or - • 

For high-accuracy AC measurements the closed loop gain ~ should be 
large. 
In order to extend the frequency range, an Ope amp. can be used with a 
12db/octave part as follows: 

IAI r "', db .. 12.r1h/,. .. oct -I 

A~ 
... 

t -e. 

lo~ ,-e9 

fig. 5.33 

For stability reasons the 1/13-line should cut the -6db/oct. part of the 
I~I curve in the ecde-plot. A drawback of such a circuit is that it 
can come very close to oscillation if I~I is reduced by same cause. 

In the above voltmeter circuit this can happen when large signals are 
applied and Clipping occurs due to the output voltage limits of the OPe 
amp. 'Ihis clipping can be interpreted as loop gain reduction because the 
first-harmonic of the output signal becomes smaller. 
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Also when small signals are applied the circuit becomes more oscillatory. 
This can be explained by ~ becoming smaller because the dynamic 
resistance R D of the diodes increases. 
In the Bode-plot this effects that the 1/~-line moves up. 

5.7. Logarithmic Amplifiers. 

Log. amplifiers find wide application in instrumentation systems where 
signals of very large dynamic range must be sensed and recorded. Loga
rithmic amplifiers can be bought as modules which have an output voltage 
proportional to the logarithm of the input voltage. The exponential re
lationship between the collector current and the base-emitter voltage of 
a bipolar transistor is used to generate this logarthmic characteristic: 

~ 
I = I (e KT -1) or c 0 

KT Ic 
V = - In - ; 10 = leakage current. 

BE q 10 

This relation is valid over a wide range (10-10 .- 10-3 A) if Vcs = o. 
The log. characteristic starts to deviate at lmA because re and rbb 
become important as compared with ro.... 25 ohm. 

5.7.1. Log. Amplifier. 

The circuit of a log. amplifier is shown in the figure 

.----t==J-----o~ 

.>----r----u VOfA.,t 

OR:!> 
L---------...... V~ 

fig. 5.34 

ORt, 
-t,. 
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We can derive for this circuit if the transistors are identical and at 
the same temperature: 

VBE 
KTl V1 = --In 

RfOl 1 q 

VBE 
KT2 

In 
V2 this gives =--

2 q R2I 02 

R, 
R") 
.v 

KT V2 
V In -3 = q V, 

KT In 
V2 Rl 

q V1 
. 

R2 
V = out 

Remarks: 

1. '!he circuit is a normal log. amplifier with V
2 

= constant 

V t = K1log K2V. ou ln 

2. When V, and V2 are roth input signals the circuit delivers the 
log. ratio. 

V 
2 

V = Kl log K2 out V, 
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3. The temperature sensitivity of the circuit 

dVout 1 
dT = Vout T = 0,3%jOC can be compensated by inserting an 

NTC resistor in R3. 

4. The feedback factor of the loop around op.amp. 1, without r, varies 
with the input signal current 11 = Vin!R1 

qI 1 $ = grn.R1 = KT R1 • the gain of transistor T1• 

The system can became unstable if ~ becomes larger than unity for 
large 11• 

. R1 
Therefore insert r, maJung ~ = r independent of 11, 

Amplifier requirements. 

1. I.og. amplifier for current source signals 

requirements: 11 » lb' las ope amp. 

11 « 1mA 

A FET ope amp. with a bias current of 10pA or lower can be used. The 
offset voltage does not influence the performance. 

The input signal current can vary over 6 decades, i.e. from 1nA to 1mA. 

2. I.og amplifier for voltage source signals 

requirements: V1 » Voffset + Vdrife 

The drift and offset of PET op.amp. aItOunts 1mVi Thus with a maximum 
input signal voltage of 10 Volt, 4 decades can be handled. 

The choice of a chopper stabilzed amplifier with an offset of 1;UV 
extends the range to 6 decades. 

A PET input ope amp. is apparently used if in the log. amp. specifi
cation is stated: I range 106 and V range 103 • 
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5.7.2. Antilog Amplifier 

The configuration of an antilog amplifier is shown in the figure below. 
The transistors are again assumed to be identical. 

fig. 5.35 

Using the same type of relations we can calculate: 

V. 
In 

or 

KT2 Vout 
= - In --' 102 q R" 

'!he dynamic range of the antilog amplfier is determined by the realisable 
range of 12. Therefore, a FET op. amp. with a low bias current can be 
applied as output amplifier: A chopper stabilized amplifier with the 
inherent low offset is even more favourable. 
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5.7.3. Amplifier with an exponential gain control 

A useful amplifier configuration is illustrated in the figure 

12, 

v,:~ 

fig. 5.36 

Using the logarithmic relations we can calculate the transfer characteris
tic of this amplifier 

V 
KT in 

VBE1 = In q R1 I Ol 

KT 
V 

VBE2 = In out V ~ V -q ~IOl out control = • e V. Rl KT ln 
V =V control BEl - VBE2 

This circuit gives the possibility to control the gain over 6 or 7 decades 
without distortion. The draw back is that the amplifier can only handle 
positive signals. 
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5.8. Comparator (SChrni tt trigger) 

One of the most common applications of operational amplfiers is voltage 
comparison. This is accomplished with an operational amplifier open-loop 
gain circuit. Another characteristic provided by comparators is hysteresis 
This hysteresis can be added to the comparator by applying positive feed
back from output to non-inverting input as shown. 

V';V\ 
0-----1 

fig. 5.37 

When the input signal is larger than J3V 0 ' the output switches to the 
maximum negative output voltage. '1he threshold voltage at the + input 
remains now - ~O until Vin < - ~O • 

The output will flip to the maximum positive voltage. The threshold 
voltage becomes now + J3VO. '1he threshold band for this configuration 

R 
1 

can be fixed by means of Rl and ~ : II = Rl + ~. 

The threshold voltage is not well controlled since it is derived from the 
output saturation voltages of the operational amplifier. Greater accuracy 
is achieved by clamping the comparator output by zener diodes, diodes 
etc. as illustrated in the figure. 
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bo.c~ . to- b~ck 
<el'\er~ 

fig. 5.38 

J 

The zener/diode bridge will always give a symmetrical output and there
fore symmetrical threshold values. Asymmetrical clamping can be realised 
by using unequal zener diodes. 

5.9. Waveform Generators. 

5.9.1. Multivibrator: square wave - triangle wave generator 

The circuit shown forms a simple square-wave generator. The ope amp. 
serves the function of comparison. The required regenerative action comes 

R 
from the positive feedback ~ = R, 1 ~ 
Suppose that the output is positive: = V • out max 

The capacitor C is charged via R. When the voltage becomes ~ t ' ou max 
the operational amplifier will flip from saturation in the positive di
rection to saturation in the negative direction. 
Reversal will occur when the capacitor voltage becomes - J3V t • ou max 
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,..---......, . .. .. r-.--~_=--.., -... Vo mM 

JV 

.... --
fig. 5.39 

The circuit generates a square-wave at the output and a triangle-wave at 
the -input with an amplitude fW out max • The slopes of the triangle-wave 

will become more linear by choosing a small ~. 

The waves can be made asymmetrical by charging the capacitor with 
different resistors. An other possibility is to clamp the output with 
unequal zener diodes as shown in fig. 5.38. The triangle-wave becomes a 
sawtooth signal. 

The performance of the circuit can be ~roved by replacing the 
RC-combination with an integrator and an inverter. Operational ampli
fier 1 is applied as a Schmitt trigger. The integrator generates a 
triangle-wave with linear slopes. 

uu 

fig. 5.40 

JL.r 
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5.9.2. MOnostable Multivibrator 

A relatively snnple monostable multivibrator is shown in the figure 

'RI 

fig. 5.41 

, 
I , 

.. "-... i?,,/1?2 . C 

____ .f_ 
• 

In the stable state the output is +Vmax and the capacitor voltage is 
clamped at about +0. 6V • 

A negative trigger of greater than ~V - Vd'od will cause the max 1 e 
output to flip negative to -v • The capacitor starts charging through max 
Rl towards -Vmax • But when Vc is roc>re negative than -J3Vmax the output 

will flip back to +V • This completes the single pulse. max 
'lb reset for the next pulse, C is charged through R / /R • 

1 1 2 
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Appendix A 

Quadratic Form. 

+ 
;>---......--0(.) Va 

The transfer function of amplifier A is given by 

(I -+ dW'"Ct)( IT d-W t2. ) A= 
Ao 

with L, and [1 real. 

With feedback applied it becomes: 

C' +~Ao)( I -+ d c..u 'tIT 'C?: 1- (J, IN j" r'LZ \ 
11- ~Ao l\J I~~~\o ) 

Ao' 

where the natural frequency 

and the relative damping 
V· I + (lAb 

7:11", 

..! !",-I-L2. 

.2. 
~ (1+(2>~\(I)'ttt2. 

We like to analyse the response of the system if a stepfunction is 
applied at the input. 

€i Vt) 

AloE 
E . I 

0 --:o.>t ---;. 't:-
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Using the Laplace transformation we get: 

t 
s 

A I t 
o (..()~ 

Au' Lo~ 2 [" -S (S'l+ .2.JW",~+ LUnlJ -

Pt 

-+ 

<; ( s -PI) (<; - p'1. ) 

1 
(:G) 

This expression for the closed loop pulse response shows how it 
depends on the values of the poles Pl and P2. These poles are a 
function of AO ~ • 

This function can be described by using the root-locus technique, 
that involves calculation of the actual poles and zeros of the 
amplifier and their movement in the s-plane as the loop-gain 
magnitude AO ~ is changed. 

The poles are the roots of the equation 

this gives 

Remark: 

S'2. 1- lj IN\,\ S> t iu\'\~.: 0 

Pi::: - ~W", + Lu" V ~t_ I ., 

?1: - ~tuh - VV~ V=~(-l I 
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Pole investigation: 

a) Ao~::o poles - [, .) - t't .1 Op.e.", (00 p 
b) ~/1 two real poles, the stepresponse has as-shape, 

c) J.: :1 two identical, real poles, 

d) ~ < 2 two complex poles. 

The root locus of the poles is drawn in fig. A.3. 

PI~ P1 .:::-

pa. = Pi - p~ 

~I - .;:" 

p,- f' 

~IA) 

- - - - - - - - L(), 

I 

f; 

~d W" V I .. jt 

- 'g - -
:L f V I - ':fl 1 

~ 
2f V 1- :)' 1 

J. 
2-

1- -1. 
.t 

Wr::- Lv~ V ~'-I 
~_- C~·I ~ 
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substituting in equation (2) will give: 

with £{),- _- Lv l'\ \J I - ~ 2. 1 : re ~ 0 I'\CllI'\.c-e freq ~ C'r 

and +g 'P = _V I~ "5" ) <; Lr. If' 0 V- J. ~~ 

Equation (4) becomes: 

o 
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Determination of the overshoot 

The maximum occurs if 

cLVo _ 0 ~ Lu r r oLt- - kn ) k~ b J ,~ 2·· . 

t,:: JI. 
~,~ 

\[0 {tJ: A~ E (, t e. 
_ 'Snwtl 

) tul:'" 

overshoot 

~ overshoot 

4l no S-shape 

-L 5% oscillatory 
\fi 
'A 17% II 

Yt., 45% II 



Problem 1 

<2. 

Philips International Institute 
1988-02-29 

EXAMINATION OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

Wednesday, 9th March 1988, 8.45 hours 

Time available: 3 hours. 

There are 4 problems. 

-L,.sv 

-J. 

0,5 'v 

v 

An ideal operational amplifier has a feedback circuit which consists of 
two zener diodes in series with opposite polarity. The characteristic of 
the zeners is given in the figure. 

a) Draw the output signal e when the input signal e. equals a symmetri-
o 1 

cal triangular signal with a peak-peak amplitude of 20V. 

b) Calculate the ratio of the time intervals between zero-crossings 
during each period of the output signal e • 

o 



Problem 2 
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'!be amplifiers A, and A2 are ideal (A = 00 , UGBW = 00 ). 

'!be transfer function of the multiplier is given by v4 :: - Vcontrol xv3• 

R, = ~ = 1 K.Sl., ~ = 10KA , 

V 
a) Calculate the transfer function v4 and draw the piece-wise linear 

1 
Bode plot (amplitude and phase) of this function with V t 1=' Volt con ro 
and switch S is open. 

b) Switch 52 is closed; calculate the allowable range of Vcontrol for 
which the system remains stable with a phase margin of at least 450 • 

c) Now the amplifiers A, and ~ are considered not to be ideal. 

(A, = ~ = 104• UGBW of A, and A2 = 106 Hz) 

Draw the Ebde plots (amplitude and phase) of unit 1 and of unit 2. 

Derive from the Bode plots the transfer functions of the units. 

V~ 



Problem 3 

)(. = )0 k.5l. 

Vi 1-c:::::J 
~ 'R 
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a) An ideal OPe amp. (A
1

) is used in a bridge oonfiguration as shown in 

fig. 1. (Ideal means; A =cD, Ri = co, RO = Ol: R1 = 10K.5l., ~ == 30K..st. 

V 
Calculate the transfer function v~ as a function of c( • 

"1 

V 
Sketch the DC gain V~ as a function of 0( (0 < D( < 10) 

1 

~ b) The input currents and the offset voltage of the OPe amp. are res-
pectively given by: 

I b_ = Ib+ = 100nA 

Voffset = 10mV 

Calculate the offset voltage at the output of the op.amp. 

Find the value of R (as a function of ()( ) which you prefer in order 
to reduce the Output offset, caused by the input bias currents. 

V 
c) Calculate the transfer function V~ and sketch for a chosen 0( the 

1 
magnitude Bode diagram of Vo!Vi of the bridge configuration but now 

when an operational amplifier is used with AO = 104 and a unity gain 
bandwidth (UGBW) = 4MHz. 



Problem 4 

A 

'Ihe op. amps. A1 and ~ are ideal. Draw and calculate the voltages 

at A, B and C if a complete sinewave v. = A "nwt is applied at the input. 
1n Sl 
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Philips International Institute. 
1989-02-16 

EXAMINATION ·OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS· 

Monday, '989-03-06 - 8.45 h 

Time available: 3 hours. 

a) Op.amp_ A, is ideal. Calculate the transfer function of the circuit 

and draw the Bode plot (amplitude and phase) and the Nyquist plot of 
this function~ 

b) The operational amplifier is not ideal (AO = 104, UGBW = 106 Hz) 

R = 10 kJ2.. and C pf. 

Draw the Bode plot (amplitude and phase) of the non-ideal op.amp_ 
with the feedback loop, calculate or derive from the plot the 
transfer function and draw a Nyquist plot. 



Problem 2 

'Rt -

v, 

-- --

- 2 -

- - - - - 12't- - - - -I 
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+ 

a) A, and A2 are ideal opamps (A, UGBW, H = 00). The circuit unit with 

the output V
2 

is loaded by ZL-

Calculate the i
L

• In what group can this circuit unit be classified? 

Why? 

b) The max:. output voltage and the max. common-mode voltage of the 
opamps equal ± '0 V. 
Calculate the max. allowable value of ZL with E = , volt, R, = 5 k, 

R2 = 10k..D- and R ==, k Jl. and V = 0 V (PET)_ 
s gs 

c) Opamp A, remains ideal; opamp A2 is not ideal in relation to the 

common-mode rejection ratio H2 (A
2

, UGBW
2 

== OQ , B2 f C/O )

Calculate iL in this case (H
2 

i 00 ) and derive the output impedance 

of the circuit unit from the results_ 
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Problem 3 

A photodiode is connected to an operational amplifier as shown in 
fiq_ ,. The replacement diaqram of the diode is qiven in fiq_ 2. 

c 

The diode current IL is produced by liqht. IL is linearly related to 

the light intensity Li according to IL - X.LiD The diode capacitance, 

990 
represented by C, equals 2TF pF. 

4 
The operational amplifier has a D.C. gain of 10 and a UGWB = , MHz: 
Ri = pO, R == O. 

o 

a) In order to keep the system stable the capacitor C, has been added to 

the circuit. Show by using a Bode diaqram that this addition improves 
the stability. 

b) Calculate the output noise of the circuit when the noise of the 
amplifier can be represented by two uncorrelated noise sources, 

a noise voltaqe source ~~' and a noise current source ~ I~: 
N \R N 

The noise of the resistor R is qiven by VE; = ~4 kTR.A f • 

Explain that it has sense to make R large in order to improve the 
siqnal/noise ratio. 

c) Calculate the values of Rand C, on the following conditions: 

- The circuit is stable with a phase margin of 45-. 
V 

o 1" - The -3db down frequency of the transfer function ~ equa s 
1. 

10 kHz. 
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Problem 4 

The characteristics of the diode and the zener are given in the 
figures_ 

Resistor r ~< R 

V max (E) = ± 10 V 
out 

The input signal V. 
1n 

is a ramp function 
starting at to. 

T 

o.sV 

r 
-sV 

O,sV 

- Draw the signals at the points A, B, C and E as a function of V .• 1n 
- Calculate the moment t, at which the output (E) changes its polarity. 

- What is the amplitude of V. at this moment (t,>. 1n 
- Now the slope of the ramp function is inverted. V. = V - a(t-t,). 1n t, 

At what input voltage will the output (E) switch its polarity again 
and when (t

2
) ? 
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Problem 1 

Eindhoven International Institute. 
1990-02-20 

EXAMINATION "OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS" 

Monday, 1990-03-05 - 8_45 h 

There are 4 problems. 

Time available: 3 hours. 

The operational amplifier has a DC gain of 104, a frequency 
characteristic with two poles, '1 and ~2' at respectively 1 kHz and 

100 kHz. 

R = 100 k.!l.. 
3 

V and V are signal sources with an output impedance of a ohm_ 
1 2 
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Switch S = open 

a) Draw the Bode-diagrams (amplitude and phase) of the frequency 
characteristic of the opamp (without feedback), determine the UGBW. 

b) Calculate the feedback and the transfer function V IV out 1· 

V 

c) Sketch the feedback ~) and the transfer function ~~t 

in the Bode-diagram of the opamp. 

What is the phase margin of the transfer function ? 

d) The input bias currents and the offset voltage of the opamp are 
respectively given by 

I
b

_ = Ib+ = 100 nA 

V ff = 100 pV o set 

Calculate the offset voltage at the output. 
What value of R do you prefer ? 

4 

Switch S = closed 

e) Calculate again the feedback. 

V 
f) Sk h h f db k d h f f . out etc t e ee ac an t e trans er unctlon ---V---

1 
diagram of the opamp. 
What is the phase margin ? 

in the Bode 

g) Calculate the offset voltage at the output with a value of R4 you 

have chosen in d). 
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Problem 2 

e, 'Q, ~1 
0--4 

VI 
\(S 

~~ 
1<.~ ~~ 

el. :1 ~2~ 

a) Find the algebraic expression for the current through the load ZL if 

R1 = R2 = R3 = R4~ 
Take A

1
, A2 ideal amplifiers (A = 00, Ri ... .,0 , Ro ... 0 i. ... O)~ 

l.nput 

b) e
1 

= 12 volt, e
2 

= 14 Volt. 

c) 

The max~ output voltage and max w allowable common mode voltage of the 
amplifiers A1 and A2 are 10 Volt. 

Calculate Rs if i = 1 rnA and determine the range of ZL for which the system 

operates~ 

The resistors R1, R2 , R3 and R4 are not identical. 

R2 
1 -~ 

R4 
1 +~ b = small. -= -= , 

Rl R3 

Calculate the output impedance of the current source. 
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Problem 3 

An opamp is used in combination with a Zener diode as shown in the 
figure. The characteristic of· the Zener diode is also given. 

'R v.~ "=- r 

V, 'K 
0-( .... __ ,' -

r~ \1., 

v, = a triangle shaped signal with an amplitude 

A = , Volt and a frequency of 25 kHz. 

a) The opamp is ideal_ 

-z.SV 

Draw the input signal V, and the signals V
2 

' V3 and V4-

I 

as 

b) Assuming that the opamp has a slew rate of 1 V/~sec and that it 
operates linearly only for very small signals between + and - input, 
draw the output voltage V

4 
as a function of time. 

c) For the same assumptions as given in question b) draw accurately the 
signals V3 and V

2 
during the time that V, increases from -1 to 

+1 Volt~ 

v 
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Problem 4 12, 

1< 
(j-C , 

The opamps are ideal except for the gain. 
The gains are respectively A1 and A

2
• 

VOl 

V01. 

VOl V02 
Calculate V-- and V-- if the gains A, and A2 are large but different. 

, 1 



Eindhoven International Instit~te 
1991-02-28 

EXAMINATION "OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS" . -, 

Friday, 1991-03-15 - 8.45 h 

There are 4 prob'lems 

time available: 3 hours 

problem 1 

e~ 000---1 

The opamp is ideal except ror the gain and the output impedance 
( gain = A$ output impedance = Ro ). 
The amplirier is applied in a noninverting conriguration as 
shown. 

a) Calculate the transrerrunction eo/e1 as a ruction or A. Ro 
Rt and R2 

b) Calculate the output impedance or the noninverting circuit. 

c) Calculate the bandwidth ( -3 db point ) and sketch the Bode 
plot Or the noninverting amplirier ir R1 =R2 =Ro =lK 
A= 103 and UGBW = loa Hz 



Problem 2 

r---------4::~1----------------~ 

r-
l VI , 
t 

--- ....... -..., ... 

"'-----_ .... _---

-, 

' ___ - ... 

The ampli~iers are considered not to be ideal 

A 0: 10 ..... 
A = 10 ..... 

UGBW = lOs Hz 
UGBW - 2.10 ..... Hz 

Rl 10/SS K..Q. Rz - R3 '" R........ Rs" 10 K.n. 

Cl 10s/Zl1'p~. 

, 
V~llT l ! ------_. 

a) Calculate the trans~er ~unctions o~ the unit 1 and the 
unit 2. (Vz /Vl. V3 /Vz ). and draw the piece-wise linear 
Bode plot ( amplitude and phase ) o~ the units. 

b) Draw the Bode plot and the Nyquist plot o~ the units 1 
and 2 together. (Vs /Vl) 
Find the possible values o~ Rs ~or which the closed loop 
remains stable with a phase margin o~ 450 

c) The input bias currents and the o~~set voltages o~ the 
opamps Ai and Az are respectively given by: 

Ib+ = Ib- Ii 
Ib+ Ib-" Iz 

and Vof"f"set. E1 
and Vof"f"set. .. E2 

Calculate the o~~set voltage at the output o~ the complete 
circuit with feedback. 



PROBLEM 3 

e~ 

6-x)~ 

An ideal opamp is used in the configuration as shown. 

R/ (n-l) 

a) Prove that the gain Vo /Vl can be linearly varied through 
positive and negative levels with the potentiometer R3 

b) The common mode reJection ratio o~ the opamp is not 
infinite ( H= A/ A A ). Calculate the e~~ect· o~ the CMRR 
on the gain as a ~unction o~ the potentiometersetting X 
~or n=2 • 
Discuss your results ~or X=l and X=O. 

PROBLEM 4 

c 

The opamps ~ and Az are ideal. Draw and calculate the 
voltages at the points a. b. c and d i~ a complete 
sinewave eln" A sin wt is applied at the input. 



Philips International Institute 
1988-03-01 

SOUlTIOOS ElWtINATIOO OPERATICNAL AMPLIFIERS 

1988-03-09 

Solution 1 

- - - - - - .... 'tuN 

__ ~ ______ ~~ ____ -* ______ ~~-__ --__ -_--·+~~v 

....... -- - ... 

a) eo will be :!: 5 Volt because zener' + zener2 '" :!: 5"'1 

eo becanes - 5"'1 when increasing e, passes + 0,5"'1 

eo becanes + 5"'1 when decreasing e , passes - 4,5V 

-IOV 

b) eo remains -5"'1 during a voltage variation of e, of 9,5 + 14,5 = 24V. 

eo remains +5"'1 during a voltage variation of e, of 5.5 + 'O.!;)" '6V. 

'l'he time-interval ratio.. ;: .. 3/2 because e, is synmetrical around 0 v. 

Solution 2 

~ .. 10 V 1V R, , control" • 

o~ ____ ~~-----------

to\-"I 
-'&1> L-----~-=::::::~=,::c:() .. :====--...::.... 

10\ 



Solution 2 

V4 
b) A {ilase of 13';<> is obtained at a gain of V 1 103 and with 

V control = 1. 

'Ibis gain has to be reduced to 1 or lower in order to have a p:,ase 
margin of 450 with a closed switch. 

'Ibis means Vcontrol < 10-3v. 

c) unit 1. 

~ 1 
Attentuator: R, + ~ • JwC, 

1 
Ii 

R1+ ~ 

~ 

10" 

I~t 

Ill< 

{JR ., 
I()-? 

10 

l+jWt'p 
1+jw1:' 1 

l+jw 1:" p 

, 2h = 1.1.103 Hz. 
P 

Solution 2 

unit 2. Attentuator: 1+;w't' 2 • , 

Ao lolt ,..,..,',.;.,' ...---. , 
'. 

, . 

! . 
I:l 

...L 
,nir .. 

-- ,- - - IOl - - - --Io'f., 106 

'-', " 
AO 

transfer function: ...-:-:!~:t+jwT 3 • 
l+jw"C 2 '-'''. 1 
l+jw-r 4 • x 1+jwr 2 

attenuator 

with _,_ = 1Hz and. _,_ • 106 Hz. Ao. 104 • 
2TTT 3 2 Jl""t4 

Ha. 



Solution 2 

Bode plot transfer function unit 2 

10" 

Solution 3 

) V V ( ~ + ()(. R ~+ R1 ) .. 
a out" i-a, (l+«.)R • R1 

b) 

ot. 0(-3 
Vi ( - 3 + 1+ 0<.' 4) .. &I.. + 1 • Vi 

01.-3 
transfer function: tX + 1 

--------- --------

-I 

V .. ( - 3 
out 

+ ~ R. 10-4 
1+~ 

+ 40) mV 

4a. • .It 
min. input bias current offset: - 3 + ~ R 10 .. 0 

1+0(. 3 104..n. or R .. 40( 

for tX. = 3, R" 10KJ'l. 



SOlution 3 

c) ':!he configuration can be redrawn as shown: 

1 
':!his shows that ;. 4 and that the attentuation of the 

input signal equals: 

-3R 0( R 1 0( - 3 
R+ 3R + Rl-O<,R • '4 0{ + 1 

V 
':!he Bode diagram shows that the canplete transfer function V~ is given 
by the first order expression: 1 

Vo 1 of. - 3 
Vi = '4 • Q4,. + 1 x 4 • 1 + jw 

21T 106 

1()'1~ ___ "", 

.. 

SOlution 4 

A 

Vin positive: °1 conducts, °2 open: B" - Vin J ( ... + Vt", 
A=O 

Vin negative: 
D1 open, °2 conducts: 1 
minus input ~ equals VA. . 

Asinwt 
Input current --R- 1S 

divided via A and B 

Via A: 2/3 

Via B: 1/3 

orA-2/3 
or B .. 1/3 

VC. '%. VA 

V 
in 

R 
Vin 
R 
Vin 
V. 
In 

':!he circuit is a full-wave rectifier. 
Vt. ... 11". '1~ Vi.... = V;.,.... 
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